research, creative activity
and scholarship

D I S C O V E R Y
at the university of regina
Research, creative activity, and scholarship in the social sciences and humanities lie at the heart of a healthy and successful society. The Faculty of Arts at the University of Regina is strongly committed to high quality research, creative activity and scholarship across a very broad range of disciplines that constitute the humanities and social sciences.

As an active Faculty committed to research and scholarship, scholars in the Faculty of Arts are involved in an extremely diverse variety of research endeavours, exploring topics as disparate as linguistic studies of Medieval English texts to the analysis of soil samples and sex hormones. Scholarship in the Faculty also takes the form of creative works, with members publishing collections of poetry and works of fiction in addition to producing documentaries and films.

Our research is both curiosity-driven and applied. It responds not only to the needs of our city and our province, but it also has a national and global impact. As the largest faculty on campus, The Faculty of Arts is at the forefront of shaping the University’s reputation as a preferred place to work and study.

Research, Creative Activity, and Scholarship: Discovery at the University of Regina is an attempt to capture the research activity and scholarship within the Faculty of Arts at the University of Regina. This report includes most books, book chapters, articles in refereed journal and non-refereed articles, and conference presentations since 2007 as well as the current research interests of the members of the Faculty of Arts. It also provides a snapshot of important accomplishments in research, creativity activities and scholarship of the Faculty of Arts and it will be a benchmark against we can measure subsequent research outcomes.

This report conveys the excitement, the diversity and the importance of research, creative activity and scholarship in the Faculty of Arts at the University of Regina.

RAYMOND B. BLAKE
Acting Associate Dean, Research and Graduate Studies
May 2009
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department of anthropology

marcia calkowski  associate professor
susanne kuehling  assistant professor
gediminas lankauskas  assistant professor
carlos londoño sulkin  associate professor
tobias sperlich  assistant professor
MARcia cALKowski
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

chapters in books


book reviews


work in progress

• Book manuscript: Refugee Souls: The Recognition of Reincarnate Lamas in the Tibetan Exile Community

• Article under review: ‘Arriving Ahead of Time: The Ma ‘das Sprul sku and Issues of Sprul sku Personhood’
SUSANNE KUEHLING
Assistant Professor

Chapters in Books


Published abstracts


Conference Presentations

• ‘Carolinian identity on Saipan’ ASAO (Association for Social Anthropology of Oceania) annual meeting in Canberra (Australia). 2008

Documentary Works


Book Reviews


Grants

• Conference grant for the European Society for Oceanists (EsFO) conference in Verona from the German Science Foundation (DFG), 2008.
KUEHLING cont...

Awards and Distinctions

- Elected co-chair of the Oceanic Interest Group of the German Anthropological Association (DGV)
- Re-elected board member of the European Society for Oceanists (ESfO)
- Nominated as president-elect of the Melanesian Interest Group (MIG) of the American Anthropological Association (AAA)
- Research Fellow, Research School of Pacific and Asian Studies, A.N.U., Canberra

Work in Progress

- Book manuscript ‘Invisible Landscapes: Hidden relations and Carolinian identity’
- Developing a new research project on the meaning of value, based on Papua New Guinean ethnography
GEDIMINAS LANKAUSKAS
Assistant Professor

Refereed Articles


Conference Presentations

• 2008 'Sighting and Savouring the Soviet in Lithuania,' paper presented at the 21st conference of the Association for the Advancement of Baltic Studies (AABS), Indiana University, Bloomington, May 29-June 1.

• 2008 Presentation and discussion of Lithuanian documentary Štai ir Mes (Here We Are), AABS conference, Indiana University, May 29-June 1.

• 2007 ‘On the “Civil Society” of Christian Evangelists in the Post-Soviet Lithuanian Nation;’ paper presented at the 12th Annual Convention of the Association for the Study of Nationalities (ASN); Harriman Institute, Columbia University.

• 2007 ‘Remembering Socialism,’ public lecture given at the Lithuanian Consulate General, New York, NY.

Book Reviews

• 2008 Solicited formal peer review of an essay collection on myth and nationalism for a special issue in Kultūrologija [Culturology], in Lithuanian.


Grants

• 2008 Emerging Scholar Grant, Association for the Advancement of Baltic Studies (AABS)

• 2007 University of Regina Start-Up Grant

• 2007 University of Regina SSHRC General Research Grant Fund/The President’s Fund

Work in Progress

• Paper in preparation for conference of the Association for the Study of Nationalities (ASN); on nation and state in postsocialism, Columbia University, April 2009.

• Paper in preparation for conference of European Sociological Association (ESA); on social memory after socialism, University of Lisbon, September 2009.

• Book manuscript in preparation on nationalism and “modernity” in postsocialist Lithuania.
CARLOS LONDOÑO SULKIN
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

Refereed Articles


Non-refereed Articles

• 2007 ‘Una defensa de las ciencias sociales y humanas contra el fundamentalismo científico.’ [A defense of the social sciences and humanities against scientistic fundamentalism.] In Artes La Revista, Universidad de Antioquia, Medellin, No. 13, Vol. 7, enero-junio de 2007, pp. 25-29

Conference Presentations

• ‘People of no substance: imposture and the contingency of morality in the Colombian Amazon.’ International Symposium on The Anthropology of Ordinary Ethics, October 3-6, 2008, University of Toronto.

• ‘Know your neighbour: an anthropological perspective.’ Meeting of the Western Association of Catholic Students, Campion College, Regina, SK, Canada, 2008 March 1st.


• ‘Evaluations of the Morality of Gendered Persons among People of the Center (Colombian Amazon).’ Society for the Anthropology of Lowland South America (SALSA) Fourth Sesquiannual Conference, January 12-14, 2007. Santa Fe, New Mexico

Book Reviews


Grants

• SSHRC Standard Research Grant, 2005-2009, for the project Moral substances, selves and sociality among People of the Center (Colombian Amazon).
LONDOÑO SULKIN cont...

Work in Progress

• ‘People of Substance: An Ethnography of Morality in the Colombian Amazon’ (Broadview Press/University of Toronto Press approved the prospectus and requested the full manuscript.)

• "People of no substance: imposture and the contingency of morality in the Colombian Amazon." Essay currently in the hands of Michael Lambek (University of Toronto) for compilation in a volume on the anthropology of ordinary ethics.

TOBIAS SPERLICH
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

PhD Dissertation

• ‘Germany and her “Ethnographic Treasure Box” – An Anthropology of Collecting in Colonial Samoa’ University of Oxford, 2008.

Conference Presentations

• Chair and Discussant for a panel entitled ‘Ethnographic Collecting: The Stories Continue’ held at the annual meeting of the American Anthropological Association, San Francisco, November 2008.


Grants

• President’s Fund Travel Grant, 2008

• SSHRC/President’s Fund General Research Grant. ‘Issues of Authenticity in Samoan Art and Material Culture,’ 2008

• Dean’s Research Award, ‘Models and photographs as miniatures in colonial Samoa,’ 2008

Work in Progress

• Preparing ‘Models and photographs in colonial Samoa’ for publication.

• Preparing ‘Objects and the maintenance of social relations: Samoan perspectives on cultural property in Western museums’ for publication.
department of economics

hafiz akhand  associate professor
jack boan  professor emeritus
jason childs  associate professor
monica çule  assistant professor
fazal dar  instructor
viktoriya galushko  assistant professor
marion jones  associate professor
harvey king  associate professor
richard kleer  associate professor
richard martin  assistant professor
gary tompkins  associate professor
stuart wilson  associate professor
john wright  lecturer
VIKTORIYA GALUSHKA  
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR

PhD Dissertation


Conference Presentations

• 2008 ‘Do IPRs in plant breeding impede innovation?’ Canadian Agricultural Innovation Research Network Workshop.

Working Papers


Work in Progress

• Plant Breeders’ Rights versus Patents: Innovation and Farmer Welfare Implications
• Intellectual Property Rights, Technology Transfer and Poverty Elevation in the developing world
RICHARD KLEER
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

Chapters in Books

STUART WILSON
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

Chapters in Books


Refereed Articles


Non-refereed Articles


Conference Presentations


Grants

• Dean of Arts Research Award, University of Regina, 2008.

department of english

janice acoose  associate professor
jesse archibald-barber  assistant professor
jes batti  assistant professor
brenda beckman-long  assistant professor
gary boire  professor
thomas chase  professor
noel chevalier  associate professor
nils clausson  instructor III
marcel decoste  associate professor
jo-ann episkenew  associate professor
troni grande  associate professor
jean hillabold  instructor III
gerald hill  instructor
susan johnston  associate professor

dorothy lane  professor

cameron louis  professor

randy lundy  associate professor

alex macdonald  associate professor

cindy mackenzie  instructor 111

samira mccarthy  professor

heather meek  assistant professor

bev montague  instructor 111

cynthia nazarian  assistant professor

frank obrigewitsch  lecturer

kenneth probert  associate professor

medrie purdham  assistant professor
christian riegel  associate professor
nicholas ruddick  professor
jeanne shami  professor
garry sherbert  associate professor
andrew stubbs  professor
evelyn symes  instructor III
michael trussler  associate professor
kathleen wall  professor
lynn wells  associate professor
BRENDA BECKMAN-LONG
Assistant Professor

PhD Dissertation

• 'The Politics of Self-Representation and Autobiography in Carol Shields,’ University of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta, Defended October 31, 2008

Chapters in Books


Non-refereed Articles


Conference Presentations


Awards and Distinctions

• Canada Graduate Scholarship Doctoral Award, SSHRC
NOEL CHEVALIER  
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

Conference Presentations
  • ‘Magic, Technology and Moral Choice in Harry Potter,’ Harry Potter and the Meeting of the Queen City Muggles Conference, Regina, Saskatchewan, May 10, 2008.
  • ‘Bewitched, Bothered and Bewildered: Harry Potter, Neo-Conservatism and the Culture of Fear,’ November 8, 2007, University of Regina, Faculty of Arts Coffee House Controversies.

Book Reviews
NILS CLAUSSON
INSTRUCTOR III

Refereed Articles


• ‘Arnold’s Coleridgean Conversation Poem: “Dover Beach” and “The Eolian Harp.”’ Papers on Language and Literature 44.3 (Summer 2008): 277-304.


Conference Presentations

MARCEL DECOSTE
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

Referred Articles


• ’The Plasticity of the Merely Human: Secular Perfection and the Limits of Aesthetics in Waugh’s *Love Among the Ruins*.’ *Renascence* 60.1 (Fall 2007): 33-52.


Published abstracts


Conference Presentations


• ’Fallen Sons, Ascendant Mother? Patriarchal Snares and the Modernist Icarus in Mrs Dalloway and Joyce’s Ulysses,’ presented to the Annual Conference of ACCUTE, University of Saskatchewan, May 26, 2007.

GERALD HILL
INSTRUCTOR

Books
• 14 Tractors, NeWest Press, March 2009.

Awards
• Subvention Award from the Humanities Research Institute, University of Regina.
JEAN HILLABOLD  
INSTRUCTOR III

Books


Chapters in Books


• ‘Melting Chocolate, Crumbling Stone’ (lesbian story of role-reversal) in *Juicy Erotica*, edited by Alison Tyler (Xcite Books, an imprint of Accent Press, The Old School House, Upper High Street, Bedlinog, United Kingdom CF46 6SA, 2008). This anthology was originally published in December 2003 by Pretty Things Press of California.


• ‘Something Natural’ in *Seriously Sexy 1*. Xcite Books, 2008.


• ‘In the Hold’ in *H is for Hardcore*, edited by Alison Tyler as part of a 26-volume series of slim anthologies of twelve stories each with alphabetical titles Cleis Press, July 2007.


HILLABOLD cont...


Non-refereed Articles


Book Reviews

• *Butch is a Noun* by S. Bear Bergman (Suspect Thoughts Press, 2006)
• *Sorcerer* by Tamzin Hall (London, England: Brown Skin Books Ltd)
• *Crimson Succubus: The Demon Chronicles* by Carmine (Logical Lust Publications, 2008).

Awards and Distinctions

• Nominated for Lambdalit Awards (annual awards for the best publications of the year containing gay/lesbian/bisexual or transgender subject-matter) in 2007-2008.

Work in Progress

• Two projects for Lethe Press (Maple Shade, New Jersey): a lesbian pirate novella of approximately 8,000 words (one of four to be published together) and a collection of historical lesbian fiction.
Conference Presentations


Book Reviews

• J. Grainger and N. Lee's The Journey Prize Stories: From the Best of Canada’s New Writers and M.G. Vassanji's When She Was Queen: Stories in Canadian Literature, Winter 2006.


Work in Progress


CAMERON LOUIS
Professor

Conference Presentations

• ‘ESL Students and English Departments.’ Paper presented to the annual meeting of the Canadian Association of Chairs of English, University of Saskatchewan, May 2007.

• ‘Making the Transition from High School to University English.’ Paper presented to the senior English Teachers of Sunwest School Division, Rosetown, SK, August 2008.

Work in Progress

• Book on the Standardization of English in the Fifteenth Century

• Article on New Documentation Relating to Robert Reynes
ALEX MACDONALD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

Books

Refereed Articles
- ‘On Wascana’s Banks: Progress, Harmony and Diversity in Throne Speeches of the North-West Territories and Saskatchewan, 1877-2007’ in *Saskatchewan History*, Fall 2008.

Conference Presentations

Grants
- Centre for Teaching and Learning (2008)
- Campion College President’s Research Award (2007)

Awards and Distinctions
- CAUT certificate for distinguished service, 2008
- Campion College Fellowship Award at the Saskatchewan Institute of Public Policy, Fall 2007.

Work in Progress
- Manuscript on Victorian literature
CINDY MACKENZIE
INSTRUCTOR III

Books


Chapters in Books


Conference Presentations


• ‘The Healing Power of Emily Dickinson,’ Coffee House Controversies, University of Regina, November 2008


• Book signing and talk, Toadstool Bookstore, Keene, New Hampshire, August 2008

• Book signing and talk, Jeffery Amherst Bookstore, Amherst, Massachusetts, August 2008

• “‘Condensed Essences.’ Emily Dickinson’s Poetics and the Shakespearean Sonnet.” Guest speaker in graduate seminar course, Study of Genre, Nils Clausson, 2008.

Book Reviews


Grants

• University of Regina, Vice President’s Conference Fund

• Universisty of Regina, Faculty of Arts Dean’s Research Award.

• University of Regina, Humanities Research Institute, Visiting Speaker’s Award
MACKENZIE cont...

Work in Progress


HEATHER MEEK  
Assistant Professor

**PhD Dissertation**

- “‘Spleen Spreads his Dominion.’ Cultural, Literary, and Medical Representations of Hysteria, 1670-1810.” English Department, Dalhousie University, October 2007.

**Chapters in Books**


**Conference Presentations**


**Work in Progress**


- ‘Creative Hysteria and the Intellectual Woman of Feeling’ (forthcoming in *European Spectator*).

- ‘Of Wandering Wombs and Wrongs of Women: Hysteria and Feminism in the Age of Reason’ (revising for *English Studies in Canada*).
CHRISTIAN RIEGEL  
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

Books


Refereed Articles


Conference Presentations

• ‘Mourning and Memorial in Canadian Poetry.’ English Literature Today Conference, Christ Church College, Oxford University, August 27-28, 2008.


• ‘The Personal and the Political: Joan Crate and the Beothuk in Foreign Homes.’ Association for Canadian and Quebec Literatures Annual Conference, Social Sciences and Humanities Congress, Vancouver, 31 May – 2 June, 2008.

• ‘Doubled Identity: Joan Crate and the Boethuk.’ British Association for Canadian Studies Annual Conference, University of Warwick, 7-9 April, 2008.

• ‘Technology, Travel, and Nation in Aritha van Herk’s No Fixed Address and Birk Sproxton’s The Red-Headed Woman With the Black Black Heart.’ British Association for Canadian Studies, Durham, 11-13 April, 2007.

cont...
RIEGEL cont...


Grants

- Campion College President’s Research Award (2008)
- University of Regina President/SSHRC grant along with collaborators (Robinson and Arbuthnott). (2008)
- SSHRC (2008)

Work in Progress

NICHOLAS RUDDICK
Professor

Books


Chapters in Books


Refereed Articles


Non-Refereed Articles


Conference Presentations

• ‘Stephen King: Pop Culture Icon and the Face of Fear,’ illustrated public lecture at Halloween sponsored by Regina Public Library and the University of Regina Centre for Continuing Education, Regina, SK, 30 October 2008.

• Seven Part Lecture series to English majors and/or faculty of the Foreign Languages Department, Xiamen University of Technology, Xiamen, P.R. China, May 2007.

Book Reviews

RUDDICK cont...


Grants

• University of Regina Faculty of Arts Staff Travel Grant, to research new edition of Jack London’s The Call of the Wild, 2007

Awards and Distinctions

• Dean’s Research Award, Faculty of Arts, given as subvention to Wesleyan University Press to assist promotion and marketing of The Fire in the Stone, July 2008

• Award from Humanities Research Institute and University of Regina Office of International Cooperation and Development, for co-sponsorship (with City of Regina and Saskatchewan Arts Board) of the proposed Saskatchewan Bogliasco Foundation Fellowship, 2007 (Returned.)

Work in Progress


JEANNE SHAMI
PROFESSOR

Books


Chapters in Books


Refereed Articles

• ‘The Cultural Significance of John Donne’s Sermons.’ Blackwell’s Literature Compass (online) http://www.blackwell-synergy.com/ [published 2007]

Conference Presentations


Book Reviews


Grants

• SSHRCC Standard Research Grant (2005-2007)

Work in Progress

• Assistant Editor. Donne Letters Project (forthcoming 2012)
MICHAEL TRUSSLER
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

Books


Chapters in Books


Conference Presentations


• Invitational Reading, University of Alberta, November 14, 2007.

• ‘Authors at Lunch,’ University of Regina, February 27, 2008.


• ‘This Poem is Dedicated to My Dad, Who Gave Me a Love for the Road, and to a Child I Hope to Have, Who Keeps Me Awake at Night, and to the Publicists at ExxonMobil, Who Lay Bare the Human Animal, and to Global Warming, for Insisting That the Past Sixty-odd Years Have been an Aberration.’ CBC “Poetry Face/off” Competition. Regina. February 8, 2008.


cont...
TRUSSLER cont...

Grants
• The Canada Council 2008, issued to *Wascana Review*

Awards and Distinctions
• Short-listed, Regina Book of the Year, Saskatchewan Book Awards, 2007.
• 1st Place for Confederation Poets Prize 2007.

Work in Progress
KATHLEEN WALL
Professor

Refereed Articles

• ‘Ethics, Knowledge, and the Need for Beauty: Zadie Smith’s One Beauty and Ian McEwan’s Saturday.’ University of Toronto Quarterly 77.2 (spring 2008): 757-788.


Conference Presentations


Work in Progress


• Virginia Woolf and the Aesthetics of Form. In progress.
LYNN WELLS
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

Non-refereed Articles


Conference Presentations


Book Reviews


Work in Progress

• Ian McEwan. Forthcoming from Palgrave Macmillan, Fall 2009.
department of french

emmanuel aito  associate professor
lois barlow-wilson  instructor
joanne bonneville  instructor
nadine bouchardon  instructor
nicole côté  associate professor
peter dorrington  assistant professor
brigitte hangues  instructor
françoise kenny  instructor
david lawlor  instructor
céline magnon  instructor
sylvain rheault  associate professor
lynne stewart  instructor
EMMANUEL AITO
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

Chapters in Books


• ’Conclusiones glotopolíticas derivadas de las interferencias lingüísticas en el contexto de las políticas del lenguaje de las lenguas minoritarias.’ In Terborg, Roland and Laura Garcia Landa (Eds.). Los retos de la planificación del lenguaje en el siglo XXI. Volumen I, pp. 281-318. Mexico: Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México. 2007.

Refereed Articles


Conference Presentations


• ’Glottopolitics, Diversity and Nation Building in Nigeria.’ The 8th International Conference on Diversity in Organizations, Communities and Nations, Montreal. June 17-20, 2008.


• ’Discourse Specificities, Discourse Communities and Individual Expression in the Academy.’ The 1st English and Asia Conference, Kuala Lumpur. (November 24-28, 2008.

• Submitted to Atlantic Provinces Linguistic Association Conference (APLA) 32 (Nov. 10-13, 2008.


cont.
Grants


Work in Progress

- Études onamasiologiques et sémasiologiques des technolectes et des unités terminologiques complexes. Linguistik Online.

Comportements textuel et discursifs de l’unité terminologique complexe : contraintes, reprises et effets de l’ellipse dans le terme syntagmatique. Linguistik Online.

CÔTÉ, NICOLE
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

Books


Chapters in Books


Refereed Articles


Conference Presentations


• «Genre et minorisation dans Lettres chinoises, de Ying Chen» Association for Canadian and Quebec Literatures, May 2007.

• «La perfection du matin de Sharon Butala, ou comment élargir la langue minoritaire» colloquium ‘La traduction horizontale entre petites cultures’, University of Moncton, March 2007.
CÔTÉ cont...

Book Reviews


Grants

• Humanities Research Institute May 2008

• CURA-CRSH (collaborator) October 2007

• CIHR (as a member of the RISF team) Renewed December 2008

Work in Progress


• ‘Elephant Wake. by Joey Tremblay : Genesis of a Dying Culture, or Tale of Hybridization ’ For Minding the Gap, eds Christine Ramsay, Randal Rogers and Ken Wilson, Canadian Plains Research Centre (Book chapter).

• ‘le côté sombre de la maternité dans Un enfant à ma porte, de Ying Chen’, book chapter for my manuscript on representations of gender and minorities in Franco-canadian literatures.
SYLVAIN RHEAULT  
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

Non-referred Articles

• ‘Top 6 - Fall Fashion in Graphic Novels,’ Prairie Dog, August 28 - September 10 2008.
• ‘Conceptualisation ontologique de la représentation du combat,’ Voix plurielles, Volume IV, Number II (www.brocku.ca/cfra).

Conference Presentations

• ‘Lecture de la bande dessinée,’ Université de Regina, 4 décembre 2008.
• ‘An introduction to domestic life, corporate culture and the supernatural in Japanese manga (comics)’ with Prof. Kevin Bond and Dr. Philip Charrier, in FR 248 - Francophone and World Comics, University of Regina, 12 November 2008.
• ‘Éléments pour une rhétorique de la bande dessinée,’ CSSR, Vancouver, 2 juin 2008.
• ‘Harry Potter the Resister,’ Harry Potter and the Meeting of the Queen City Muggles Conference, Regina, 10 May 2008.
• ‘Miyazaki Hayao and His Anime Art,’ in ARTH 370 - Art of Modern Asia, University of Regina, 11 March 2008.
• ‘Pourquoi combattre?: La déchosification comme justification,’ CSSR, Saskatoon, 28 mai 2007.

Documentary Works


Work in Progress

• Article: Aesthetic of Robots in Comics
• Book: Figure du combat
department of geography

louis awanyo  associate professor
mark coté  instructor III
janis dale  associate professor
david gauthier  professor
ulrike hardenbicker  associate professor
kyle hodder  assistant professor
alexander paul  professor
linda paul  instructor III
joseph piwowar  associate professor
david sauchyn  professor
julia siemer  assistant professor
bernard thraves  associate professor
randy widdis  professor
Refereed Articles


Non-refereed Articles


MARK CÔTÉ
INSTRUCTOR III

Conference Presentations

• ‘Comparison of ‘climatalogical’ and ‘true’ mean temperatures at Regina, Saskatchewan, 1951-2008’ poster presentation, annual meeting Prairie Division, Canadian Association of Geographers, Boissevain, Manitoba, 2008.


• ‘First year in focus; thinking through first year student success’ National Teaching, Learning and Technology Conference, Carleton University, Ottawa, 2008.

Work in Progress

• Ph.D. thesis ‘Radiation climatology of Bratt’s Lake Baseline surface radiation station, Saskatchewan’
ULRIKE HARDENBICKER
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

Non-refereed Articles


- Prepared with B. Thraves 50-page field trip manual for Big Muddy Badlands, annual meeting Prairie Division, Canadian Association of Geographers (PCAG), 2007.

Documentary Works

- Kotowich, R. and Hardenbicker, U. (poster presentation) ‘Influences of soil erosion on biodiversity in off-site downslope areas: a case study from the Qu’Appelle Valley’ annual meeting, Canadian Association of Geographers (CAG), Saskatoon, 2007.


Grants

- Indigenous Peoples’ Health Research Centre (IPHRC) (Roberta Kotowich)

Awards and Distinctions

- 1st Place Prize for Poster Presentation in Physical Geography, Kotowich, R. and Hardenbicker, U. 2007 ‘Influences of soil erosion on biodiversity in off-site downslope areas: a case study from the Qu’Appelle Valley’ annual meeting, Canadian Association of Geographers (CAG), Saskatoon

- Chair of subcommittee to investigate creation of an Environmental Studies program. Guided development of draft Environmental Studies Program (ENST) for Faculty of Arts

Work in Progress

- Research - Research on badland erosion in southern Saskatchewan and New Zealand, and on slope stability in the Qu’Appelle Valley and New Zealand
KYLE HODDER  
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR

PhD Dissertation

• ‘The process-network of alpine, glacier-fed lakes with particular reference to flocculation.’  
  Queen’s University. 277 pages, 2008.

Refereed Articles

• Hodder K.R., Bellegarde J, Dawson A, Gottinger A, Stricker J. ‘Recreational use of Wascana Lake  
  during the autumn season: a preliminary study’. Report compiled by Hodder for Wascana Centre  
  Authority, 2007.

• Hodder, K.R. and R. Gilbert ‘Evidence for flocculation in glacier-fed Lillooet Lake, British  

• Hodder, K.R., R. Gilbert and J.R. Desloges. ‘Glaciolacustrine varved sediment as an alpine  

Non-refereed Articles


Conference Presentations

• ‘Glaciolacustrine varves: A product of freshwater flocculation’. Annual Meeting of the Canadian  
  Geophysical Union and the Canadian Geomorphology Research Group. Banff, Alberta. May 11-  
  14, 2008.

• ‘Not so easily understood? Sediment flux in a glacier-fed lake’. Prairie Division of the Canadian  

• Hydrology Session Chair. Prairie Division of the Canadian Association of Geographers Annual  

Grants

• Applicant and Principal Investigator. Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council  
  (NSERC) of Canada Discovery Grant, entitled: “Sediment transport and deposition processes in  

• Canada Foundation for Innovation (CFI) Leaders Opportunity Fund, entitled: “Prairie  
  Environmental Process Laboratory”. November 2008.

• Centre for Teaching and Learning Teaching and Learning Scholars Grant: “Development of  
  community service-learning in the Faculty of Arts”. ($4,071). December 2008.
HODDER cont...

Awards and Distinctions

• Nominee, 2008 Canadian Association of Graduate Students/University Microfilms International (CAGS/UMI) Distinguished Dissertation Award, Department of Geography, Queen’s University. March 2008.

Work in Progress


PAUL ALEXANDER
Professor

Chapters in Books


Conference Presentations


JOSEPH PIWOWAR
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

Referred Articles


Conference Presentations

• ‘Geophysical Characteristics of Spectrally Unique Land Covers in Grasslands National Park,’ presented at the Canadian Association of Geographers Annual Meeting, Saskatoon SK, 30 May 2007


• ‘Samples, Trials, and Tribulations: Teaching Geography with Technology,’ presented at the Innovative Teaching and Technology Seminar Series, Centre for Teaching and Learning, University of Regina, April, 2008.


Documentary Works


Grants

• 2008-2011 - Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada (NSERC) - Discovery Grant: Creation of an Environmental Normal for the Northern Mixed-grass Prairie, Principal Investigator

• 2008 - Regina-Qu’Appelle Health Region - GIS Support for the ‘Understanding the Early Years’ Project, Co-Investigator (with Dr. J. Siemer)

• 2008-2010 - Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council (SSHRC) - National Summer Institute for Statistical and Geographical Information Systems (GIS) Analysis of Social Science Data, Co-Investigator (Dr. R. N. MacLennan, Principal Investigator)
PIWOWAR cont...

• 2007 - University of Regina President’s Research Fund - Gendering Livelihood Vulnerability and Livelihood Adaptation to Climate Change in Ghana, Co-Investigator (with Dr. L. Awanyo and Dr. D. Juschka)

Work in Progress

• ‘20 Metre Biophysical Variability within the Northern Mixed-grass Prairie,’ Prairie Perspectives.
• With Sheena Gordon ‘The Local Food Market in Regina,’ Prairie Perspectives.
Chapters in Books


Refereed Articles


SAUCHYN cont...

• Barichivich, Jonathan, Sauchyn, David J., Lara, Antonio. 2008. Climate signals in high
elevation tree-rings from the semiarid Andes of north-central Chile: Responses to regional and
palaeo.2007.10.033. Accepted 13 October 2007 Available online.

• Tomkins, J.D., Lamoureux, S.F. and Sauchyn, D.J. 2008. Reconstruction of climate and glacial
history based on a comparison of varve and tree-ring records from Mirror Lake, Northwest

• Sauchyn, David and Suzan Lapp, 2008. Climate Change Scenarios for the Prairies. Advances in

Migration and Institutional Adaptation in Alberta and Saskatchewan, 1914-1939. Natural
Hazards Vol. 45, no. 3 (June 2008): 391-411.

• Girardin, Martin P. and Dave Sauchyn. 2008. Three centuries of annual area burned variability

• Sauchyn, D.J. 2007. Long Range Climate Outlook: Semi-arid? Advances in Pork Production,
Volume 18: 75-81.

Non-refereed Articles

• N. Henderson, E. Barrow, P. Diaz, M. Johnston, S. Kulshreshtha, D. Sauchyn and J. Thorpe
Prairie Landscapes, Proceedings of the 8th Prairie Conservation and Endangered Species
Conference and Workshop”, R. Warnock (lead editor), Canadian Plains Research Center, Regina,

• Perez Valdivia, Cesar and Sauchyn, David. 2008. Ground Water Trends and Variability in The
Canadian Prairies. Proceedings, 60th Annual WCWWA Conference, September 23 – 26, 2008,
Regina, Saskatchewan.

• Weber, Marian; Debra Davidson, and Dave Sauchyn. 2008. Climate Change Vulnerability
Assessment for Alberta. Final Report to Alberta Environment, Climate Change, Air and Land
Policy Branch, September, 2008.


• Sauchyn, Dave; Elaine Barrow and Suzan Lapp. 2008. Explorations of Climate Variability in
Alberta: Past, Present and Future. Report to Alberta Environment, Climate Change, Air and Land
Policy Branch, March 31, 2008

• Sauchyn, Dave and Suzan Lapp. 2008. Scenarios of the Future Climate. Policy Dialogue,
Number 17, Winter, 2008: 22-23, Saskatchewan Institute of Public Policy, Regina.

• Sauchyn, Dave; Byrne, Jim; Henderson, Norm; Johnson, Dan; Johnston, Mark; Keinzle, Stefan;
and Wheaton, Elaine. 2007. Assessment of Biophysical Vulnerability. Final report to Alberta
SAUCHYN cont...

Conference Presentations and Workshops

David Sauchyn has given 89 presentations at conferences and workshops over the past two years. We have listed a few representative samples of these presentations.


• Sauchyn, D.J. “Climate Change and the Prairie Province”, Student Summit for Sustainability, Regina, May 13, 2008. Keynote Speaker

• Sauchyn, D.J. (with Suzan Lapp) “Future climate conditions in the SSRB and relevance to the Blood Tribe” Chief and Council, Kanai Blood Indian Tribe, Standoff, Alberta, October 21, 2008


Documentary Works

• Climate Change: An Uncertain Future, The Nature of Things

• The Big Thirst, CBC The National documentary

Grants

• Principal Investigator: NSERC – EPCOR CRD project, 2007-09; Alberta Environment, Alberta Vulnerability Assessment, 2007-08; Climate Impacts and Adaptation Program, NRCan, 2007-08; Science and Technology Internship Program, 2008-09; Summer Student Experience Program, 2007-08; Science Horizons, 2007-08; Alberta Environment, Climate Variability Project, 2007-08; International Strategic Opportunities Fund, 2006-07; Prairies Chapter, National Assessment of Climate Change, 2006-07

Co-Investigator/Co-applicant: Alberta Ingenuity Water Center - Water resources risk assessment, 2006-08; Inter American Institute for Global Change Research, 2005-10; CCIAP – Climate Change and First Nations, 2005-08; CIDA Tier II Project “Rural Community Water Conservation”, 2003-07; SSHRC MCRI research grant, 2003-07

cont...
SAUCHYN cont...

Awards and Distinctions

- President, Western Watersheds Climate Research Collaborative, 2007 – present

Work in Progress

- Sauchyn, Dave and Fiebig, Meilitta. Climate Change in Dryland Watersheds: Elqui River Basin, Chile and South Saskatchewan River Basin, Canada. Book chapter for Diaz et al. (eds.) *Institutional Adaptation to Climate Change*.
JULIA SIEMER  
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR

PhD Dissertation

- Zeichenorientierte Landschaftsmodelle aus graphikfreien Landschaftsmodellen für Anwendungen im Hochwasserschutz'. University of Potsdam, Germany, 2005.

Books


Chapters in Books


Conference Presentations

- 'Choropleth Maps – Interpretation of Absolute versus Relative Data'. Poster presentation at the 2008 Annual Conference of the North American Cartographic Information Society (NACIS), Missoula, MT, USA, October 8–11, 2008

- 'Interpretation of Choropleth Maps – Absolute versus Relative Data'. Oral presentation at the 2008 Annual Meeting of the Prairie Division of the Canadian Association of Geographers (PCAG). Boissevain, MB, September 26–28, 2008


- With 'A Cultural Map of Regina, Saskatchewan'. Poster presentation at 2007 Annual Conference Meeting of the North American Cartographic Information Society (NACIS), St. Louis, MO, USA, October 10–13, 2007

Book Reviews


cont...
SIEMER cont...

Grants

- Regina-Qu’Appelle Health Region: Services Contract – Understanding Early Years- Project maps of Regina, 2008
- President’s Fund/SSHRC: Developing a Cultural Map of Downtown Regina Using GIS Technology (in cooperation with principal recipient Prof. Christine Ramsey and Kathleen Irwin, Fine Arts, 2007
- City of Regina Arts Commission: Developing a Cultural Map of Downtown Regina Using GIS Technology (in cooperation with principal recipient Arts Action Inc., 2007

Work in Progress

- Visualization Strategies and Examination of Data for an Online Health Atlas of Saskatchewan
- Interpretation of Choropleth Maps – Raw Data versus Standardized Data
BERNARD THRAVES
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

Books

• 2008 editor, Prairie Perspectives, volume 11

• Saskatchewan: Geographic Perspectives, ed. B.D. Thraves, M.L. Lewry, J.E. Dale and H. Schlichtmann (Regina, SK Canadian Plains Research Center, 2007)

Chapters in Books


• ‘Change and diversity in Saskatchewan’s population’ in Saskatchewan: Geographic Perspectives, ed. B.D. Thraves, M.L. Lewry, J.E. Dale and H. Schlichtmann (Regina, SK Canadian Plains Research Center, 2007) 201–226

• ‘Electoral representatation in Regina’s municipal elections’ in Saskatchewan: Geographic Perspectives, ed. B.D. Thraves, M.L. Lewry, J.E. Dale and H. Schlichtmann (Regina, SK Canadian Plains Research Center, 2007) 266–270


• ‘Regina’s ethnic geography’ in Saskatchewan: Geographic Perspectives, ed. B.D. Thraves, M.L. Lewry, J.E. Dale and H. Schlichtmann (Regina, SK Canadian Plains Research Center, 2007) 318–324

• ‘Airports and air services’ in Saskatchewan: Geographic Perspectives, ed. B.D. Thraves, M.L. Lewry, J.E. Dale and H. Schlichtmann (Regina, SK Canadian Plains Research Center, 2007) 448–452

Conference Presentations

• ‘Saskatchewan’s changing electoral geography: a synopsis of the provincial election of 2007’ paper presented at annual meeting of Prairie Division, Canadian Association of Geographers, Boissevain, manitoba, September 27, 2008.


Grants


Dean’s Research Award in support of Regina: Geographical Perspectives, 2007.

Awards and Distinctions

• *Saskatchewan: Geographic Perspectives* was nominated in three categories at the Saskatchewan Book Awards (Academic Writing, Publishing in Education, and Publishing) and was the winner of the award for Publishing in Education, 2007.

Work in Progress

• *Regina: Geographical Perspectives*
RANDY WIDDIS
Professor

Chapters in Books

• ‘Saskatchewan’s Cultural Landscapes,’ in Saskatchewan: Geographic Perspectives (Regina: Canadian Plains Research Center, University of Regina, 2007), 157-169.


Conference Presentations

• ‘Looking at Saskatchewan Through a Liminal Lens,’ Annual Meeting of the Canadian Association of Geographers, Québec City, Québec, June 2008.


Book Reviews


Grants

• President’s SSHRC General Research Grant, 2008

cont...
WIDDIS cont...

Awards and Distinctions

• Association of Borderland Studies Nomination Award, 2008.

Work in Progress


• R.W. Widdis, ‘Migration within the Canadian-American Borderlands, 1880-1920,’ The Journal of Historical Geography (to be submitted in April 2009)
department of history

mark anderson    professor
raymond blake    professor
thomas bredohl    associate professor
william brennan  professor
philip charrier    associate professor
allison fizzard    associate professor
dawn flood    assistant professor
robin ganev    assistant professor
ian germani    associate professor
stephen kenny  professor
kenneth leyton-brown    associate professor
yvonne petry    associate professor
james pitsula  professor
MARK ANDERSON
Professor

Books


Chapters in Books


Refereed Articles


Conference Presentations


• ‘Stereotypes and Myths in History,’ as part of the International Lecture and Workshop Series at the Universidad Especialidades Espiritu Santo, Guayaquil, Ecuador.

• ‘Intercultural Communication, the American Frontier Myth, and Several 9-11s,’ on December 9, at the Congresso Internacional de Estudos Interculturais, Centro de Estudos Interculturais, Porto, Portugal.

• ‘Pressing Crimes and Dirty Laundry: Louis Riel in the Press,’ paper delivered at the British Association for Canadian Studies annual conference, University of Warwick, Coventry, UK, April 7-9, 2008.

• ‘The Only Good Indian: Colonialism in Canada’s Press,’ paper delivered at the Brazilian Association for Canadian Studies (ABECAN) conference, Salvador, Brazil, November 11-14, 2007.

ANDERSON cont

Book Reviews


Grants

• Ongoing SSHRC grant, 2005-2008

Work in Progress

• Book: *Black and White and Re(a)d All Over, How Canada's Press Imagined Aboriginal Peoples Since Confederation*

• Manuscript: ‘Many 911s, A History of Trauma and Scorn in America’

• Article: ‘How the Press Saw Louis Riel’
RAYMOND BLAKE
Professor

Books


Chapters in Books


Refereed Articles


Non-refereed Articles


Conference Presentations

• ‘Can “Great” be used to describe Prime Minister Brian Mulroney?’ Presentation in the Faculty of Arts Coffee House Controversies Series, Chapters Bookstore, Regina. October 11, 2007.


cont..
BLAKE cont...

Grants


Awards and Distinctions

- Research Fellow, Saskatchewan Institute of Public Policy, University of Regina
- Chair, Programs in Support of Canadian Studies Adjudication Committee Meeting, International Council for Canadian Studies/Couvel International D’Etudes Canadiennes. 3 March 2008, Ottawa
- Member, Advisory Board, *International Journal of Canadian Studies*

Work in Progress


Books


Chapters in Books


Refereed Articles


Conference Presentations

- ‘The Victorious Nation: Siegesäule and Siegesallee as Symbols of a New Nation.’ Paper presented at “Berlin and Modernism, 1900-1945” organized by Fallada Forum, the German Department at Emory University, the Max Kade Center of European and German Studies at Vanderbilt University, and the German Department at the University of the South, Sewanee, Tennessee, 26-28 September 2008.


BREDOHL cont...

Grants

• Teaching and Learning Scholars Grant to develop web-based material for HIST 390BP ‘Capitals of Modernity,’ with Ian Germani.

• President’s Fund ‘Capitalizing the Nation: Culture, Place and Identity in Paris & Berlin,’ with Ian Germani.

Awards and Distinctions

• Member of Board of Directors of Fallada Forum (Berlin)

Work in Progress

• Working on two articles concerning monumental architecture and national symbolism in Berlin.

• With Ian Germani working on a monograph with the working title Capitalizing the Nation: Culture, Place and Identity in Paris and Berlin, 1870-2000
WILLIAM BRENNAN
Professor

Conference Presentations

- Chair/commentator for session ‘Diefenbaker and Canadian Nationalism’ at Canadian Historical Association Convention, 2007.

Book Reviews


Work in Progress

- ‘Populists, Socialists, and City Politics in Regina, 1930-1935.’
- ‘“The common people have spoken with a mighty voice:” Regina's Labour City Councils, 1936-1939.’
Awards and Distinctions

• Appointed Visiting Professor, Faculty of Law and Social Science, Seikei University, Tokyo for the period 1 September 2007 to 31 January 2008.

Work in Progress


• ‘Self-Representation, Narration, and Metaphor in Fukase Masahisa’s ‘Karasu’ Photographs (10,000 words),’ forthcoming, *Japanese Studies*, September 2009 [refereed journal article]

• ‘Fuchikami Hakuyō and Japanese Modernist Photography in Manchuria (10,000 words),’ under preparation for *Photography and Culture* [refereed journal]
ROBIN GANEV  
Assistant Professor

Refereed Articles


Documentary Works


Book Reviews


Grants

• University of Regina, President’s Research Fund.
• University of Regina, Humanities Research Institute Subvention Award

Work in Progress

IAN GERMANI  
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

Refereed Articles


Conference Presentations


• Commentator for conference panel, ‘Military Affairs from the Mid-Eighteenth Century to Napoleon,’ at the Annual Meeting of the Western Society for French History, Quebec City, November, 2008.

• ‘Sacred Space, Stage, or Crossroads: Paris’s Place de la République.’ Paper given in the OMAD lecture series sponsored by the Department of English, October, 2008.


• ‘The Other Side of Glory: Military Justice in the Army of Italy During the Year V (1796-97).’ Presented to the Consortium on the Revolutionary Era in Washington, DC, March 1, 2007.

Book Reviews


GERMANI cont...

• Review of Elizabeth A. Fraser, Delacroix, *Art and Patrimony in Post-Revolutionary France* (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2004). Reviewed for Eighteenth-Century Book Reviews On-Line (http://back.csulb.edu:8080/asecs/FMPro?-db=reviews.fp3-&-format=as.review.show.html?&-lay=web&-sortfield=rv%5fto%5fbook1%3a%3abk%5fsort%5forder&-op=cn&rv%5fto%5fpe%5freviewer%3a%3aPE%5fname%5fa=germani&-lop=or&-recid=32886&-find=)

**Grants**

• University of Regina, President’s Fund and SSHRC General Research Fund for ’Capitalizing the Nation: Culture, Place and Identity in Paris and Berlin.’ May, 2007. With Thomas Bredohl.

• University of Regina, Teaching and Development Centre to develop an interactive field guide for an international field study course. With Thomas Bredohl.

**Work in Progress**

• ’Taking Possession of Marianne: the Place de la République as Political Battleground.’
STEPHEN KENNY
Professor

Chapters in Books


Conference Presentations

• ‘Abandoned or Altered?: Roman Catholicism’s Legacy and the Quiet Revolution.’ Presented at the International Conference on Quebec at the Dawn of the New Millennium: Between Tradition 2005. and Modernity, University of North Texas, Denton TX. March 2, 2007.

Book Reviews

KEN LEYTON-BROWN
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

Books

Refereed Articles

Conference Presentations
• ‘The Teaching and Learning Scholars Initiative at the University of Regina,’ jointly with Dr. Marc Spooner, at the annual conference of the International Society for the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning, Edmonton, October 16-19, 2008.
• Co-chair of annual Policing and Corrections Research Forum, under the auspices jointly of the University of Regina and the Department of Corrections, Public Safety and Policing (Sask.), Regina, May 7, 2008.

Book Reviews

Grants
• University of Regina, Awarded TEL funding for development of HIST 264 for online delivery: 2007.
• Received funding for project as University of Regina Teaching and Learning Scholar: (development and testing respectively of teaching tool). 2007.
• University of Regina, President’s Fund and SSHRC General Research Grant Fund - University of Regina, to pursue “Legal History of Chinese in Early Saskatchewan” project, 2007.
• Awarded from the Vice President Research and International, to attend and report on COMDEF West 2008, in San Diego, California, 2008.
LEYTON-BROWN cont...

Work in Progress

• Book manuscript: *Execution in Canada*, under arrangement with University of British Columbia Press: accepted for publication.

• Book manuscript (editor): *An Interpretation and Commentary* of Lao Zi by Ren Jiyu, translated into English by Ren Yuan, in preparation.

• Article: Home Away From Home: the Chinese in Early Saskatchewan, for possible inclusion in *Mind the Gap*, to be published by Canadian Plains Research Centre: submitted.
YVONNE PETRY
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

Non-refereed Articles

• Co-authored with Dena McMartin, 'Unique Perspectives on a Shared Classroom Experience,' in The Teaching Professor 22 (4), April 2008.

Conference Presentations


Book Reviews


Work in Progress

Book entitled Illness and Infection in the Era of the European Witch Hunts (provisionally accepted by Brill publishing).
JAMES PITSULA

PROFESSOR

Books

• *For All We Have and Are: Regina and The Experience of the Great War*. Winnipeg: University of Manitoba Press, 2008.


Chapters in Books


Conference Presentations

• ‘Manly Heroes: The University of Saskatchewan and World War I,’ Canadian Historical Association, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, 29 May 2007

• ‘Vimy Ridge: Interpreting the Battle 90 Years Later,’ sponsored by University of Regina, Department of History and Humanities Research Institute, 9 April 2007

• ‘The Ku Klux Klan in Saskatchewan,’ address given at the Saskatchewan Gallery, Provincial Legislature, sponsored by the Rural History and Culture Association of Saskatchewan, 2008. Video posted on Rural History and Culture Association of Saskatchewan website.

Book Reviews


PITSULA cont...

Grants

- University of Regina, President's Scholar, 2005-2007
- University of Regina, Humanities Research Institute, for index to For All We Have and Are: Regina and the Experience of the Great War

Awards and Distinctions

- Appointed Senior Associate Member, St. Antony's College, Oxford University

Work in Progress

- History of the Ku Klux Klan in Saskatchewan
- History of the University of Saskatchewan and the Experience of the Great War
department of international languages

anne ashton  instructor II
thomas bredohl  associate professor
tomoko lamb  instructor
li mcleod  instructor
ranka minic-vidovic  assistant professor
bruce plouffe  associate professor
cristina torres de la hoz  instructor III
lily wang  instructor
michael zimmermann  assistant professor
RANKA MINIC-VIDOVIC
Assistant Professor

Books

• *Zabranjena strast* [Una pasión prohibida] by Cristina Peri Rossi. Podgorica: Crnogorsko društvo nezavisnih književnika [Montenegrin Society of Independent Writers], 2008. (Translation.)

Refereed Articles


• ‘La situación social del escritor español en la Baja Edad Media: el ejemplo de Garci Rodríguez de Montalvo.’ *Dissidences. Hispanic Journal of Theory and Criticism.* No. 4 / 5 (Fall 2008).


Non-refereed Articles


• ‘Savremena hispanoamerička ženska priča.’ [‘Contemporary Spanish-American Short Story by Women Writers]

• Karmen Naranjo: ‘A zašto treba ubiti groficu?’ [Carmen Naranjo: ‘¿Para qué matar a la condesa?’] (Translation)

• Elena Ponijatovska: ‘Poruka.’ [Elena Poniatowska: ‘El recado.’] (Translation)

• Luiza Valensuela: ‘Priča o komšiji.’ [Luisa Valenzuela: ‘Historia de papito.’] (Translation)

• Kristina Peri Rosi: ‘Priroda ljubavi.’ [Cristina Peri Rossi: ‘La naturaleza del amor.’] (Translation)

• Rosario Fere: ‘Najmlađa lutka.’ [Rosario Ferré: ‘La muñeca menor.’] (Translation)

• Izabela Aljende: ‘Dvije riječi.’ [Isabel Allende: ‘Dos palabras.’] (Translation)

• Andreja Maturana: ‘Ja sam misila da su žene lijepe.’ [Andrea Maturana: ‘Yo a las mujeres me las imaginaba bonitas.’] (Translation)
RANKA MINIC-VIDOVIC cont...

Conference Presentations

• ‘La situación social del escritor español en la Baja Edad Media: el ejemplo de Garci Rodríguez de Montalvo.’ Congress of the Social Sciences and Humanities. Canadian Association of Hispanists, University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, SK, May 26-29, 2007.

Awards and Distinctions

• President of the Best Book Contest Committee for books published between 2003-2006, Canadian Association of Hispanists, 2007.

• Government of the Republic of Montenegro, Subvention Award for Publication of the translation of Una pasión prohibida by Cristina Peri Rossi, 2007.

Work in Progress

• Una nueva ideología y su poética: la génesis de la novela española en la Baja Edad Media. (Invited to revise and resubmit by Newark, Del.: Juan de la Cuesta.)

• ‘Erotización de las relaciones de dominación en la poesía gallego-portuguesa.’

• ‘Una lengua en el exilio: el judeo-español.’
BRUCE PLOUFFE
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

Refereed Articles

MICHAEL ZIMMERMAN
Assistant Professor

Books


Conference Presentations

- ‘A Depiction of the Transnational Deutschki: Yilmaz Arslan’s Brudermord’ Conference: Cinema and Social Change in Germany and Austria, University of Waterloo, May 1, 2008

- ‘Globalised Terror and Cultural Memory in Katharina Hacker’s Die Habenichtse.’ Conference: Canadian Association of University Teachers of German, Congress of the Humanities and Social Sciences, University of British Columbia, June 1, 2008

Work in Progress

- ‘A Depiction of the Transnational Deutschki: Yilmaz Arslan’s Brudermord’

- ‘Saskatchewan Courier: German Identity and Culture in Early Saskatchewan’

- ‘The Pursuit of Moral Agency in Novels by Bernhard Schlink’
school of journalism

leonzo barreno  adjunct professor
pat bell  adjunct professor
gennadiy chernov  assistant professor
mitch diamantopoulos  assistant professor
patricia elliott  assistant professor
robin lawless  lab instructor
GENNADIY CHERNOV  
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR

PhD Dissertation
• ‘Convergence of agenda-setting and attitude change approaches,’ University of Oregon, 2008.

Chapters in Books

Refereed Articles

Conference Presentations

• ‘Convergence of Agenda Setting and Attitude Change Approaches: The Role of Message Attributes and the Nature of Media Issues,’ presented at the AEJMC Annual Convention in Chicago, IL, August, 2008.


Grants
• University of Regina, Dean’s Research Award, 2007
• University of Regina, Humanities Research Institute Award, 2008.
MITCH DIAMANTOPOULOS
Assistant Professor

Books


Chapters in Books


Conference Presentations


- ’Growing Pains: Social Enterprise in Saskatoon’s Core Neighbourhoods,’ Association for Non-Profit and Social Economy Research, Vancouver, June 4, 2008.

- ’Co-operation, Globalization, Innovation and co-operative support organizations: Sector, Territory, Synergy,’ Canadian Association for Studies in Co-operation, Vancouver, June 7, 2008.


Work in Progress


PATRICIA ELLIOTT
Assistant Professor

Non-refereed Articles
• Canadian Journalism Project: responsible for ‘Big Issue’ weekly posts on top journalism issue of the week

Grants
• Dean’s Research Award, 2008

Awards and Distinctions
• Interdisciplinary Scholarship, University of Saskatchewan.

Work in Progress
• They Cannot Stop Us: Burma’s Information Revolution (documentary film).
• Accessing Drug Use Reality in an Inner City Community (participatory media and action research project)
• Let Me Tell You a Story: New Explorations into Community Radio’s Social Impact (Ph.D. dissertation)
department of justice studies

annette desmarais  associate professor
hirsch greenberg  practicum coordinator
margot hurlbert  assistant professor
nick jones  assistant professor
jim mulvale  associate professor
allan patenaude  associate professor
ANETTE DESMARAIAS  
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

Books

• (Translation) *La Vía Campesina: Une réponse paysanne à la crise alimentaire*. Eco-Société in Québec for distribution in Canada, France, Belgium and Switzerland, 2008.


Refereed Articles


Non-refereed Articles


• With Jim Handy. ‘La Vía Campesina y la Crisis Mundial de los Alimentos,’ *La Jornada*, May 8, 2008.

• ‘Food Sovereignty in the Yukon,’ *Yukon News*. February 27, 2008.


• ‘Mantener a la gente en el campo,’ *LEISA Revista de Agroecología*, Vol. 23 No. 1, Marzo. 2007.


Conference Presentations

• ‘The time for food sovereignty has come! La Vía Campesina and the Global Food Crisis’ Annual General Meeting of the Saskatchewan Council for International Cooperation, June 7, 2008. Regina, Saskatchewan.

• ‘Food Sovereignty: International and Domestic Perspectives’ III Conference of the Canadian Association of Food Studies, May 30-June 1, 2008. Vancouver, B.C.
DESMARAIS cont...

• ‘Food Sovereignty: Another Agriculture is Possible,’ February 13, 2008. Whitehorse, Yukon.

• ‘La Vía Campesina: Striving for Gender Equality’ Roundtable on Gender Equality organized by the Agriculture Institute of Canada on November 2, 2007.

• ‘What are peasants saying about development?’ International Development Studies Department, St. Mary’s University, October 19, 2007.


Grants

• SSHRC Aid to Workshops to organize a two day international workshop entitled Food Sovereignty: Theory and Praxis. November 17-18, 2008. St. Andrews College at the University of Saskatchewan.

Work in Progress


• A Portuguese version of my book is scheduled to be released by Expressão Popular and CLACSO: Brazil.

HIRSCH GREENBERG  
Practicum Coordinator

Grants


• Peacekeepers Circle program at Albert Community School for Grades 5 & 6. Grant received from National Aboriginal Day Celebrations.

Work in Progress

• Community development: developing conversations among professionals.
Chapters in Books


Refereed Articles


- ‘Comparative Water Governance in the Four Western Provinces,’ forthcoming (submitted with revisions), *Prairie Forum*, a special edition on climate change.


Non-refereed Articles


cont...
Conference Presentations


• Discussant at Canadian Sociological Association meeting, Congress of the Humanities, Vancouver, British Columbia, June 2008.

• ‘Water Law’ presented to Canada’ Water, the new Education Fund & the National Council of Women of Canada in Regina, Saskatchewan, June 2007.

• Discussant at Canadian Sociological Association meeting, Congress of the Humanities, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, June, 2007.

Grants

• Dean’s Research Award, 2007

Work in Progress

• ‘Decentering Texts’ Encyclopedia of Case Study Research, forthcoming, Sage Publications

• With Darrell Corkal, ‘Government Institutions and Existing Climate Change Policy’ in Climate Change in the Prairies, Editors Harry Diaz, Dave Sauchyn and Suren Kulshreshtha.

• Book: Pursuing the Study of Justice – Introductory text for HJ 201 being prepared with chapter contributions from Dr. Mulvale, Prof. Hirsch Greenberg, Dr. Jones, Dr. Patenaude. Fernwood Books.

• Article: ‘Integrating Climate Security in Law,’ Retfaerd Legal Journal. Abstract has been accepted.

NICK JONES
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR

PhD Dissertation


Refereed Articles

• With A. Brannigan, ‘Genocide and the Legal Process in Rwanda: From genocide amnesty to the new rule of law.’ Special Issue on Genocide: International Journal of Criminal Justice. (Forthcoming, June, 2009)

Conference Presentations


• March 2008: Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences: Cincinnati, Ohio. ‘Genocide and the legal process in Rwanda: From genocide amnesty to the new rule of law’ (Brannigan, A. & Jones, N. A.)


Book Reviews


Grants

• Humanities research Institute (June 2008)

• President’s fund / SSHRC (December 2007)

cont...
JONES cont...

Work in Progress


• An ideal police model from an Aboriginal perspective (Touchwood Agency Tribal Council: volunteer project)

• Fear of Crime and the impact of back-alley lighting in Regina's North Central neighbourhood. Three-part study: a) fear of crime and neighbourhood response to back-alley lighting, b) police survey of perception of back-alley lighting, c) in conjunction with the department of geography: mapping crime in North Central pre- and post-implementation of lights.

• Saskatchewan Aboriginal Policing Recruitment Committee: Hiring practices in Saskatchewan municipal police services (Funded by SIAST).
Chapters in Books


Refereed Articles


Non-refereed Articles


• ‘Enough to Live On: The case for guaranteed income and the end of the growth economy.’ *Briarpatch magazine*, November 2007, pp. 9 – 13

Conference Presentations

• ‘The State of Basic Income Research and Debates in Canada’ Presentation at Université catholique de Louvain (Belgium) in regular seminar series entitled MiCh (Mardis intimes de la Chaire Hoover), 23 October 2007.

• Chaired organizing committee and proceedings at a conference entitled Economic Security for All In Saskatchewan: Weaving an Unbreakable Social Fabric, held on 6 – 7 June 2007 at the University of Regina.


• ‘Keeping Promises and Honouring Commitments: Aboriginal Peoples’ Understandings of Social Justice and Human Rights’ in the Law & Society @ UBC series, Faculty of Law, University of British Colombia, 20 February 2008
MULVALE cont...


• ‘Justice and Human Rights for Aboriginal Peoples in Saskatchewan, Canada: Mapping the Road Ahead,’ Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Faculty of Law, Guest Lecture in Criminology and Human Rights (instructor, Dr. S. Parmentier). 22 October, 2007


Documentary Works


Grants


• Community Network Partnership Grant, Indigenous Peoples’ Health Research Centre, University of Regina: Promoting Health and Wellness Through Community Development: Gathering Strength, One Step at a Time (awarded in June 2008).

Work in Progress

• ‘Tilting at Windmills or Seeking Bold Solutions? Promoting Guaranteed Income During Economic and Environmental Crisis’

• ‘Teaching Theories of Justice in an Interdisciplinary Setting: Learning from the Past, Speaking to the Future’

• Discussion paper of Guaranteed Income with Prof. Margot Young, UBC Faculty of Law, for Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives (British Columbia Office).
ALLAN PATENAUME
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

Conference Presentations
• Theoretical Examinations of Substance Abuse – 46th Annual Meeting of the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences, Boston, Massachusetts. March 10-14, 2009.

Documentary Works
• Issues of Concern to Correctional Officer Recruitment. Correctional Service of Canada.

Work in Progress
• With Nicholas Jones and Margot Hurlbert. The Janus-Like Face of Youth Justice in Canada: A Public Policy Analysis in Three Acts.
• Deathwatch – An Autoethnography of an Execution in America.
department of philosophy & classics

cr. nee campbell  associate professor
shadia drury  professor
david elliott  associate professor
phillip hansen  professor
cristina ionescu  assistant professor
herbert korté  professor emeritus
george marshall  professor emeritus
david meban  assistant professor
roger petry  assistant professor
robert piercey  associate professor
eldon soifer  professor
béla szabados  professor
ann ward  assistant professor
PETER CAMPBELL
PROFESSOR EMERITUS

Conference Presentations


Work in Progress

• The Concept of the Person: Where Philosophy and the Central Social Questions Meet. Currently under review by McGill-Queen’s University Press.
Books


Refereed Articles

DRURY cont...

Conference Presentations

- ‘What’s Wrong with the Bush Doctrine?’ Invited Lecture, York University, April 19, 2007.
DAVID ELLIOTT
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

Book Reviews


Conference Presentations

- Commentary on Mark Young’s ‘In Defense of a Liberal Perspective on Moral Education,’ Canadian Philosophical Association annual meeting, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, June 2007.

- Commentary on Brandon John’s ‘When Racial Slurs Fail To Express,’ Western Canadian Philosophical Association annual meeting, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, October 2007.


PHILLIP HANSEN  
PROFESSOR

Chapters in Books
• ‘Democracy in Alberta: Over Fifty Years Later,’ in Murray Knuttila and Bob Stirling (eds.), The Prairie Agrarian Movement Revisited (Regina: Canadian Plains Research Center, 2007), pp. 273-80.

Book Reviews
• Howard McConnell, ‘History of Saskatchewan Courts’ Book length manuscript submitted to Canadian Plains Research Center.
• Victor Whitbread, ‘Surviving the Wreck: A Narrative History of the Temperance Colonization Society (Limited) and the Founding of Saskatoon.’ Book length manuscript submitted to Canadian Plains Research Center.

Conference Presentations

Work in Progress
• ‘Macpherson, Habermas and the Demands of Democratic Theory,’ (currently under appraisal by Studies in Political Economy).
Cristina Ionescu
Assistant Professor

PhD Dissertation

• ‘Plato’s Meno: An Interpretation.’ University of Guelph, 2005.

Books


Refereed Articles


Conference Presentations

• ‘Co-operative and Manly Virtues in Plato’s Meno,’ Prairie Provinces Political Science Association Conference, PPPSA, Regina, 26 September 2008.


• ‘Socrates: Wizard and Torpedo-Fish. Complex Irony in the Meno’ - Socrates on Trial panel organized by the Department of Philosophy and Classics, University of Regina, 5 October 2007.

• ‘The Unity of the Philebus’ - Annual Congress of the Humanities, Canadian Philosophical Association’s division (CPA), University of Saskatchewan, 28 May 2007.

• ‘The Relevance of Emotions in Plato’s Conception of Love in the Symposium’ - Annual Congress of the Humanities, Canadian Political Science Association’s division (CPSA), University of Saskatchewan, 30 May 2007.

cont...
IONSUCU cont...

Awards and Distinctions


Grants

- SSHRC General Research Grant/President’s Fund, University of Regina, 2008
- President’s Research Award, Campion College, 2008.
GEORGE MARSHALL
Professor Emeritus

Books


DAVID MEBAN
Assistant Professor

Refereed Articles


Book Reviews


Conference Presentations

• ‘Social Memory, Commemoration and Caesar in Virgil’s Fifth Eclogue’ at Commemoration in Antiquity Conference, University of Alberta, March 14, 2008.
ROGER PETRY
Assistant Professor

PhD Dissertation

• ’The Role of Free Knowledge at Universities and Its Potential Impact on the Sustainability of the Prairie Region’ through the Canadian Plains Studies Program, University of Regina, July 31, 2008.

Refereed Articles


Conference Presentations


• ‘Experiences of Selected RCEs: RCE Saskatchewan, Canada’ at the International RCE (Regional Centre of Expertise on Education for Sustainable Development) Conference of the United Nations in Penang, Malaysia on August 7-8.

• ‘Universities Innovating for Sustainable Development: Commercialization or Free/Open Source Licensing?’ at the World Innovation Forum in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia on August 10-11.

• ‘Mobilizing Government Support for RCEs: Theoretical and Strategic Considerations’ as part of a panel of the “RCE Conference of the Americas 2008” on May 26, 2008 at the University of Regina.

• Panel presenter representing the RCEs in the Americas on the Final Reflections Panel of the “3rd International RCE Conference” in Barcelona, Spain on July 4, 2008.

Grants

• Government of Saskatchewan’s Sustainable Communities Grant.
ROBERT PIERCEY  
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

Chapters in Books

Refereed Articles
• ‘How Paul Ricoeur Changed the World.’ American Catholic Philosophical Quarterly 82:3 (Summer 2008), 463-480.

Conference Presentations

Book Reviews

Grants
• Campion College President’s Research Award, 2008.
• University of Regina President’s Fund Grant, 2008.
• Campion College President’s Research Award, 2007.

Work in Progress
• Reading as a Philosophical Problem (book project)
ELDON SOIFER
PROFESSOR

Books
• Ethical Issues: Perspectives for Canadians (3rd Edition) (Broadview Press, Peterborough, Ontario), in press

Conference Presentations
• Association of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists of Saskatchewan (2008).
BÉLA SZABADOS
Professor

Chapters in Books

Refereed Articles

Book Reviews

Conference Presentations
• ‘Music, Improvisation and Noise’ (Canadian Society for Aesthetics, UBC, Congress 2008)
• ‘Kant on the Appreciation of the Un-beautiful,’ (Canadian Society for Aesthetics”, UBC, Congress, 2008.)
ANN WARD
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR

Books

• *Herodotus and the Philosophy of Empire*, Baylor University Press (July 2008).

• *Socrates: Reason or Unreason as the Foundation of European Identity*, Cambridge Scholars Publishing (September 2007).

Chapters in Books


Book Reviews


Refereed Articles


Conference Presentations


cont...
WARD cont...


Grants

- University of Regina President’s Fund/SSHRC General Research Grant, May, 2008

Awards and Distinctions

- Campion College President’s Research Award, February, 2008

- Campion College Policy Fellowship Award at the Saskatchewan Institute of Public Policy, Winter 2008

- University of Regina Humanities Research Institute (HRI) Subvention Award for Publication, Fall 2007

- University of Regina Dean’s Research Award, Winter 2007
department of political science

shadia drury  professor
joyce green  professor
martin hewson  associate professor
thomas mcintosh  associate professor
nilgun onder  assistant professor
jocelyne praud  associate professor
ken rasmussen  professor
jeremy rayner  professor
ann ward  assistant professor
lee ward  associate professor
yuchao zhu  associate professor
SHADIA DRURY
Professor

Books


Refereed Articles


• ‘Reply to my Critics,’ Free Inquiry, Vol. 27, No. 5 (August/September 2007), pp. 61 and 66.


• ‘Exterminating the Enemy,’ Free Inquiry, Vol. 27, No. 2 (February/March, 2007), pp. 22-23.


• ‘Reply to Smith,’ Political Theory, Vol. 35, No. 1 (February, 2007), pp. 73-74

cont...
DRURY cont...

Conference Presentations

- ‘What’s Wrong with the Bush Doctrine?’ Invited Lecture, York University, April 19, 2007.
JOYCE GREEN
Professor

Books


Refereed Articles


Non-refereed Articles


Work in Progress

• Chapter, From Stonechild to Social Cohesion: Anti-Racist Challenges for Saskatchewan (reprinted with permission from Canadian J. of Political Science Vol.39(3), 2006).

• Challenging the Race and Culture Binary in Education and Service Professions. Carol Schick, James McNinch, and Lisa Comeau, eds. Regina: Canadian Plains Research Center, pending.
MARTIN HEWSON
Assistant Professor

Chapters in Books


Refereed Articles


Conference Presentations

• 'Balance and Hegemony in the Evolution of International Relations’ Western Political Science Association Annual Meeting, Vancouver BC, March 2009.

• 'Successes and Failures of Darwinism’ public forum “Big Ideas @ 150” University of Regina, February 25, 2009.

• 'What to Expect with an Obama Foreign Policy,’ public forum ‘Obama versus McCain: What the US Election Means’ University of Regina, October 27, 2008.


• ‘Geographic Roots of the International System’ Political Science Seminar Series, University of Regina, November 19, 2007.

Work in Progress

• Directions: A Macro-History of the World Order (in progress)

• 'The Idea of a League of Democracies’ (under review)
THOMAS McINTOSH

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

Books


Chapters in Books


Refereed Articles


Non-refereed Articles


cont...
MCINTOSH cont...

Conference Presentations

- Chair, Organizing Committee, New Directions in Population Health: Linking Theory, Ethics and Practice sponsored by the Community and Population Health Research Training Program and the Saskatchewan Population Health and Evaluation Research Unit – Regina, SK, November 2008

- Applied Policy Research Makes Strange Bedfellows: Connecting Researchers, the Academy and Governments, presented at the Annual General Meeting of the Canadian Political Science Association (Congress of the Social Sciences and Humanities), University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, May/June 2007.


- The Next Step: Towards a Pan-Canadian, Multi-Professional HHR Planning Mechanism for Canada presented to FPT Advisory Committee on Health Delivery and Human Resources, Montreal, Quebec, May 2007.


- Policy Makers – Researchers – Citizens: Strategies to Bridge the Gaps and Mobilize knowledge (with Mary Pat Mackinnon) presented to Adapting to New Environments: Agriculture and Rural Economies in the 21st Century, University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, January 2007.

- The Ethics of International Recruitment of Health Professionals in Saskatchewan presented to the Saskatchewan Institute of Public Policy, Armchair Discussion Series, University of Regina, Regina, Saskatchewan, January 2007.

Grants


MCINTOSH cont...

• SIPP PRINCIPAL RESEARCHER. Physical Activity & Active Living Research and Evaluation, Saskatchewan Community, Youth & Recreation, November 2007 to June 2008.

• CO-APPLICANT, Early Childhood Intervention in the Community: Makes sense, but does it really work? Canadian Institutes of Health Research Operating Grant (Nazeem Muhajarine, Principal Applicant).

• SPHERU PROJECT CO-LEAD. Evaluation of the Aboriginal Health Transition Fund and the Aboriginal Health Human Resources Initiatives in the Saskatchewan Region, Phase III, Health Canada. (Bonnie Jeffery, Project Co-Lead, April 2008 to March 2010.)

• CO-INVESTIGATOR, Health Research Team Grant: SPHERU. Saskatchewan Health Research Foundation. (Bonnie Jeffery & Nazeem Muhajarine, Co-Principal Investigators), April 2008 to March 2011.

• CO-APPLICANT, Early Childhood Intervention in the Community: Makes sense, but does it really work? Canadian Population Health Initiative, Canadian Institute of Health Information. (Nazeem Muhajarine, Principal Applicant), December 2006 to December 2009.

• CPRN PROJECT LEAD. Saskatchewan Health's Health Workforce Employee Retention Initiative. Workforce Planning Branch, Department of Health, Saskatchewan, April 2007 to December 2008.


• CPRN PROJECT LEAD. A Canadian Observatory for Health Human Resources: Issues and Options. Canadian Nurses Association, Canadian Medical Association, Canadian Healthcare Association and the Health Action Lobby (HeAL).


cont...
MCINTOSH cont...

Work in Progress


NILGUN ONDER
Assistant Professor

Refereed Articles

• ‘The Turkish Project of Globalization and New Regionalism’, Alternatives: Turkish Journal of International Relations 7 (2 & 3), Summer & Fall 2008, pp. 86-110.


Conference Presentations


Book Reviews


Work in Progress

• Global Governance and Power: International Banking Regulations and the Failure of Basell II

• “The Construction and Collapse of A Neoconservative Hegemonic Project in Turkey: A Gramscian Analysis”.

• Turkey’s role in Central Asian Regionalism in the post-Soviet era.
JOCELYNE PRAUD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

Referred Articles

Conference Presentations
• “Gender Parity Reforms in France and Belgium: A Comparative Perspective.” Paper presented at the annual meetings of the Canadian Political Science Association in Vancouver, June 4-6, 2008.

Book Reviews

Grants
• Dean of Arts Research Award, 2008
• University of Regina President’s Fund, 2007 (with L. Loutzenhiser and L. Streifler)

Awards and Distinctions
• Section Head, “Women, Gender and Politics,” annual meetings of the Canadian Political Science Association in Saskatoon, 2007.
• Chair for the Canadian Political Science Association’s 2007 Jill Vickers essay prize competition

Work in Progress
• Bilingual anthology, Mothering Canada: Interdisciplinary Voices/La maternité au Canada: Voix interdisciplinaires, under review at Demeter Press (co-edited with S. Geissler, L. Loutzenhiser and L. Streifler; anthology also includes a co-authored article on child care services in English Canada and Quebec).
• Symposium of papers “Gender Parity and Quotas in European Politics” to be edited for the Journal West European Politics (proposal accepted).
KEN RASMUSSEN
Professor

Books
• Luc Juillet and Ken Rasmussen, Defending a Contested Ideal: Merit and the Public Service Commission, 1908-2008 (Ottawa: University of Ottawa Press, 2008).


Chapters in Books


Refereed Articles

Conference Presentations
• “History and Canadian Public Administration” Sixth International Conference on the Humanities, Fatih University, Istanbul, Turkey July 15-18, 2008.
Books


Refereed Articles


• “Natural Law and the Roots of American Constitutionalism.” Article appearing in the Witherspoon Institute: Natural Law, Natural Rights, and American Constitutionalism Online Resource Center. (Fall 2008).


Non-refereed Articles


Conference Presentations

• “The Relation of Philosophy and Politics in Plato’s Apology of Socrates, 31c-32e” paper presented at the Fourth International Conference on Ancient and Medieval Philosophy at Fordham University, New York City, October 25, 2008.

• “John Locke and the Problematic Relation between Natural and Moral Philosophy,” paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the Prairie Provinces Political Science Association in Regina, SK, September 26, 2008.


• “The Role of the Public in John Locke’s Educational Writings,” paper presented at the Canadian Political Science Association Annual Meeting in Vancouver, BC, June 4-6, 2008.

• Discussant on Panel “Bentham and Mill” at the Canadian Political Science Association Annual Meeting in Vancouver, BC, June 4-6, 2008.

cont...
WARD cont...

• “The Value of Codifying Humanitarian Intervention,” paper presented as part of the Canadian Peace, Research and Education Association Annual Meeting at the University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, SK, May 31, 2007.


• Participant in Liberty Fund colloquium entitled “‘The Prince’ and the Modern Political Experience” held in Indianapolis, IN, September 6-9, 2007.

• Discussant on Panel “Images of European Federalism” at the American Political Science Association Annual Meeting in Chicago, IL August 31, 2007.

Book Reviews


Grants

• Campion College President’s Research Award, University of Regina (Winter 2008)

• President’s Fund and SSHRC General Research Grant Fund Travel Award, University of Regina (Fall 2007)

• Publication Subvention Grant, Humanities Research Institute, University of Regina (Fall 2007, with Ann Ward)

• Course Development Grant, Intercollegiate Studies Institute (2007)

Awards and Distinctions

• Alpha Sigma Nu, Distinguished Professor, Campion College at the University of Regina (2008)

Work in Progress

• “A Note on a Note on Locke’s ‘great art of government’.” Canadian Journal of Political Science. Vol. 42, No. 2 (June) 2009 (forthcoming)


• Translator from original French of Guillaume Barrera’s “Confédération, État fédéral, Fédération Autour de Louis Le Fur” to appear as “Confederation, Federal State and Federation: Around Louis Le Fur.”
YUCHAO ZHU
Associate Professor

Chapters in Books

• Deviation in China’s Legal and Policy Practice: rule of law with Chinese characteristics?" American Review of China Studies, Vol. 18 no. 2 2008 (1-14).

• 人权外交的是是非非 (Debating human right diplomacy) 当代中国研究 (Modern China Studies, Princeton: Centre of Modern China Studies, 2008, no. 3 (89-98).

• 民族国家、民族主义和国际政治 (nation-state, nationalism and international politics) 国际政治学 (International Politics) 人民大学出版社 (People’s University Press), 2009, forthcoming

Refereed Articles

• 国家主权原则：国际关系的柱石还是“有规则的虚伪”? (State Sovereignty- foundation for international relations or organized hypocrisy?) 中山大学政治评论, (Sun Yatsen University Journal of Political Studies), 2008, no.3, (139-154).

• 魁北克分离主义的挑战和加拿大联邦政府近年来在法律和政策上的应对 (Canada’s Legislative and Policy Response to the Challenge of Quebec Secessionism), 世界民族 (World Ethno-National Studies), no.4 2007 (20-28).

• 加中关系法律层面的问题 (Political-Legal Issues between Canada and China) 加拿大研究 (Canadian Studies) Vol. 3. Center for Canadian Studies, Peking University, 2008 (81-87).

• 革命与改良：对社会变革的研究 (revolution and reform: study of social change), 政治学 (Political Science), 人民大学出版社 (People’s University Press) 2007, (134-152).

Work in Progress


• Unbridgeable Gap or “Lost in Communication?” Political-Legal Disputes between Canada and China – The cases of Lai Changxing and Huseyin Celil, Canadian Foreign Policy, resubmit, 2009.

• “Collateral Damage” – China’s Successful Marketization/Economic Growth and Its Social Impact on Ethnic Minorities

• “Democratic Peace Theory” or “Economic Peace Theory”? – Theoretical Debate and Practical Results in New Cross-Strait Relations
department of psychology

dennis alfano  professor
katharine arbuthnott  professor
gordon asmundson  professor
angelina baydala  associate professor
heather hadjistavropoulos  professor
thomas hadjistavropoulos  professor
mary hampton  professor
lynn loutzenhiser  assistant professor
richard maclennan  professor
chris oriet  associate professor
tom phenix  associate professor
heather price  assistant professor
Published Abstracts


Conference Presentations


• Yau, A., & Alfano, D.P. Psychological and neurobehavioural aspects of persistent post concussion syndrome. Presented at the 2008 annual meeting of the National Academy of Neuropsychology.

• Alfano, D.P., & Nicholls, M.J. Comparative discriminative ability of neurocognitive measures with and without baseline assessment in the detection of sport-related concussion. Presented at the 2008 annual meeting of the National Academy of Neuropsychology.

• Hodsmann, S.E., & Alfano, D.P. Construct validity of a neurocorrective index for the MMPI in traumatic brain injury. Presented at the 2008 annual meeting of the National Academy of Neuropsychology.

ALFANO cont...


**Grants**

- Co-Investigator, Development proposal for the saliva and psychology investigation team (SPIT) laboratory, Leaders Opportunity Fund, Canadian Foundation for Innovation (2008). Principal Investigator: Dr. L. Sykes-Tottenham.

- Co-Investigator, Research and community alliance for quality of life in long-term care, Health Research Team Grant, Saskatchewan Health Research Foundation (2008-2013). Principal Investigator: Dr. T. Hadjistavropoulos.

**Work in Progress**


KATHERINE ARBUTHNOTT
Professor

Published Abstracts


Conference Presentations


ARBUTHNOTT cont...

Grants


• In connection to the Leaders Opportunity Fund CFI grant received by Chris Oriet (Psychology), Daryl Hepting (Computer Science), and myself, we received a Provincial Innovation and Science fund contribution for the Regina Integrative Cognitive Experimentation (RICE) Laboratory.

• President’s fund/SSHRC general research grant for our project “The role of knowledge communities in the development of S.O.L.E. food”.

Work in Progress

• Taking the long view: Environmental sustainability and delay of gratification (submitted to Analysis of Social Issues and Public Policy).


Chapters in Books


cont...
ASMUNDSON cont...

Articles Refered


cont..
ASMUNDSON cont...


ASMUNDSON cont...


**Non-refereed**


**Conference Presentations**


ASMUNDSON cont...


ASMUNDSON cont...


ASMUNDSON cont...


ASMUNDSON cont.


ASMUNDSON cont...


ASMUNDSON cont...

Grants


Awards and Distinctions

• Saskatchewan Health Research Foundation Achievement Award (awarded November 24, 2008) for career achievement and groundbreaking work in chronic pain management and in particular how such pain can be worsened by fear and anxiety disorders.
Books


Chapters in Books


Published Abstracts


Conference Presentations


Grants


• 2006 – 2009 Canadian Institutes of Health Research, Completing the Circle: End of Life Care with Aboriginal Families. Hampton, M. (PI), Baydala, A., Bourassa, C., Saul, G., McLean, M., & Clark, V.


BAYDALA cont...

Grants

- Co-Investigator, Development proposal for the saliva and psychology investigation team (SPIT) laboratory, Leaders Opportunity Fund, Canadian Foundation for Innovation (2008). Principal Investigator: Dr. L. Sykes-Tottenham.

- Co-Investigator, Research and community alliance for quality of life in long-term care, Health Research Team Grant, Saskatchewan Health Research Foundation (2008-2013). Principal Investigator: Dr. T. Hadjistavropoulos.

Work in Progress


- Baydala, A. (Accepted pending revisions). Narrative continuities of psychotherapy. Theory & Psychology.

HEATHER HADJISTAVROPOULOS
Professor

Books


Chapters in Books


Refereed Articles


HADJISTAVROPOULOS cont...


Published Abstracts


Conference Presentations

HADJISTAVROPOULOS cont...


cont...
HADJISTAVROPOULOS cont...


Grants


Awards and Distinctions

• 2005-07 President’s Scholar – University of Regina (3 course teaching reduction)

Work in Progress

• Health Anxiety in Individuals with and without Chronic Medical Conditions.

• Should Internet Cognitive Behaviour Therapy be Integrated into Publicly Funded Mental Health Care in Saskatchewan?
THOMAS HADJISTAVROPOULOS
Professor

Books


Chapters in Books


Refereed Articles


Non-refereed Articles


HADJISTAVROPOULOS cont...


**Published Abstracts**


HADJISTAVROPOULOS cont...

Conference Presentations


- Hunter, P. & Hadjistavropoulos, T. (2008). Validity of the Alzheimer’s Disease Related Quality of Life Inventory (ADRQL) in a Sample of Canadian Long-Term Care Residents with Moderate to Severe Dementia. Presented at the 42nd Annual Convention of the Association for Behavioral and Cognitive Therapies (ABCT), Orlando, FL.


- Hadjistavropoulos, T. (with Craig, K.D.) (2008). I cannot tell you how much this hurts me. Presented at the Canadian Institutes of Health Research-sponsored Café Scientifique, Regina, SK.

Grants

- 2008 Saskatchewan Health Research Foundation. Principal Investigator: Thomas Hadjistavropoulos Title: Research and Community Alliance for Quality of Life in Long-Term Care


- 2007 Canadian Institutes of Health Research. Co-Investigator: Thomas Hadjistavropoulos (PI: Rene Vereault) Title: Évaluation d’un programme de soulagement de la douleur auprès des aînés avec difficultés de communication vivant en milieu de soins de longue durée Continuing during 07-08

Awards and Distinctions

- 2007 Distinguished Member Award, Canadian Association on Gerontology

- 2007 Elected Fellow of the American Psychological Association in recognition of outstanding and unusual contributions to the science and profession of psychology

- 2007-2008 President of the Canadian Psychological Association

- 2008-2009 President of the Canadian Psychological Foundation

Work in Progress

- Research and Community Alliance for Quality of Life in Long Term Care
MARY HAMPTON
Professor

Chapters in Books

• "Sexual Health of Young Women: Context and Care Make a Difference," in Home/Bodies: Geographies of Self, Place, and Space, edited by W. Schissel.


Refereed Articles


• “Family Violence from an Aboriginal Elder’s Perspective” Resolve Newsletter, vol. 10 (2).


Non-refereed Articles

• “Building Community Capacity: A Retrospective of Bereavement Services in Regina, Canada” The Pallium Project, funded by a grant from Health Canada.

• “Select Bereavement Programming in Western Canada and a Discussion of Current Scholarship” in November, 2006. The paper was funded by the Pallium Project.

Conference Presentations


• “Appropriate Palliative Care in Aboriginal Populations” at the “Finding A Balance: Pathways to Health” Conference for health care providers working with aboriginal populations, December 7, 2006, Saskatoon.

Grants

• Department of Human Resources and Social Development, Government of Canada. “A National Network of Women’s Shelters and Transition Homes” from the

• Canadian Institute of Health Research (CIHR) HIV/AIDS Program, “All Nations Hope AIDS Network (Regina): A Gathering of Support.”

cont...
HAMPTON cont...

• Strategic Knowledge Clusters program of SSHRC, "An Inter-Jurisdictional Analysis of the Justice System's Response to Intimate Partner Violence in Canada."

• Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada (SSHRC), “Capturing the Outcomes and Impacts of Publicly Funded Research.”

Awards and Distinctions

• 2007 SWAP (Section on Women and Psychology of the Canadian Psychological Association) mentorship award.

• Appointed as Academic Coordinator of RESOLVE.
LYNN LOUTZENHISER  
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR

Books


Chapters in Books


Refereed Articles

• Sevigny, P. R. & Loutzenhiser, L. (accepted for publication, 2008). Predictors of parental self-efficacy in mothers and fathers of toddlers. *Child: Care, Health and Development*.


Published Abstracts


cont..
LOUTZENHISER cont...


**Conference Presentations**


**Book Reviews**


**Grants**

- External Funding, Saskatchewan Health Research Foundation, 2007-2009 New Establishment Grant. Physiological, psychological and situational factors associated with fatigue in first-time mothers and fathers during the transition to parenthood. Principal Investigator: Dr. Lynn Loutzenhiser

- Internal Funding, University of Regina, 2008 Dean’s Research Award. Parents’ Experience of Nightwaking in Toddlers.

- External Funding, P-CITE TRAINING GRANT, 2006-2007 Saskatchewan Interprofessional Education for Collaborative Patient-Centred Practice (IECPC). Autism Inter-professional Training Project

- Principal Investigator: Dr. Lynn Loutzenhiser Co-applicants: Dr. Heather Hadjistavropoulos, Dr. Marlene Smandu, Dr. Gil White, Ms. Myrna Pitzel, Ms. Shauna Coons.

- Internal Funding, University of Regina, 2007-2008. SSHRC/President’s Fund Grant. Mothering Canada: Interdisciplinary Voices Principal Investigators: Dr. Lynn Loutzenhiser, Dr. Jocelyne Praud, Leesa Streifler

- Internal Funding, University of Regina, 2006-2007 SSHRC/President’s Fund, Infant Sleep and Family Functioning Principal Investigator: Dr. Lynn Loutzenhiser
CHALLENGING ISSUES
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CHRISTOPHER ORIET
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

Refereed Articles


Published Abstracts


**Conference Presentations**


**Grants**

• CFI Leader’s Opportunity Fund Grant (2007–2012) (Principal Investigator; Title: Proposal for Development of the Regina Integrative Cognitive Experimentation (RICE) Lab

• Saskatchewan Ministry of Advanced Education and Employment (Principal Investigator; matching funds for CFI award). Title: Proposal for Development of the Regina Integrative Cognitive Experimentation (RICE) Lab

• NSERC Discovery Grant (2006 – 2011) (Principal Investigator) Title: Investigating task-set modulation of perceptual representation.

**Work in Progress**

• Oriet, C., & Enns, J. T. The perceptual asynchrony illusion: Object updating and unbinding take time. (Manuscript under review, 57 pages)

• Corbett, J. E., & Oriet, C. Statistical representation and the temporal allocation of attention: Mean size is rapidly extracted over attentionally-demanding conditions. (Manuscript under review, 49 pages)

• Oriet, C. Contrasting influences of explicit and implicit localization in change detection. (Manuscript in preparation)
THOMAS PHENIX
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

PhD Dissertation

• ‘Cognitive Inhibition: Insights from Arithmetic Fact Retrieval,’ November 19, 2004, University of Saskatchewan.

Conference Presentations


Grants

• University of Regina, SSHRC President’s fund, November 2007.
HEATHER PRICE
Assistant Professor

Chapters in Books


Refereed Articles


Conference Presentations


cont...
PRICE cont...


Grants

• University of Regina Dean’s Research Award

• University of Regina President’s Research Award (SSHRC)

Work in Progress


KATHERINE ROBINSON
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

Refereed Articles


Conference Presentations


Grants

- Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada (NSERC) Discovery Grant Children’s understanding and application on the mathematical concepts of inversion and associativity.

- Campion College Presidents’s Research Award (2008).
• NSERC Individual Discovery Grant Children’s development of the principles of inversion and associativity.

• University of Regina Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada (SSHRC)/President’s fund Research Grant Cognition, literature, and the new media (with C. Riegel, leader investigator, and K. Arbuthnott).

• CLLRNET (Canadian Language and Literacy Research Network) Grant Children’s simple multiplication, factoring and division: Developing the reverse association (project leader with J.I.D. Campbell, F. Glanfield, and T. Phenix, co-applicants).

Work in Progress


DONALD SHARPE  
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

**Refereed Articles**


**Conference Presentations**


REGAN SHERCLIFFE  
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

Refereed Articles


Conference Presentations

• “Implementation and Evaluation of a Family and Adolescent Skills Training (FAST) Group for Use With Multi-Problem Adolescents in an Outpatient Mental Health Setting’ Research Showcase for the Regina Qu'Appelle Health Region in June 2008.

• With S. Mustafaeva, 'Settlement of Karen refugees in Canada’ Prairie Metropolis Research Centre Research Symposium September 15, 2008.

Book Reviews


Grants

• With S. Mustafaeva, Contract by the Regina Community Clinic and the Open Door Society, September, 2007.

• The Prairie Metropolis Centre Adjudication Committee and Board of Governors. ‘Validation of the Karen Depression Scale (KDS)’
WILLIAM SMYTHE
Professor

Books


Chapters in Books


Published Abstracts


Conference Presentations


SMYTHE cont...

Work in Progress

- A Special Issue of *New Ideas in Psychology* on Pluralism in Psychology, co-edited with Jason Goertzen (York University) is in preparation and includes a paper, “A vision of dialogical pluralism in psychology”, coauthored with Stephanie McKenzie (Simon Fraser University).

- A manuscript, “A preconceptual approach to qualitative data analysis”, coauthored with Michelle McCarron (University of Regina), is currently under review for publication in a peer-reviewed journal.

- A manuscript, “The Social Construction of Sportsmanship: Notions of Character in Elite Male Endurance Athletes”, coauthored with Gitte Jensen (University of Regina), is currently under review for publication in a peer-reviewed journal.
CANNIE STARK  
PROFESSOR

Books

• Canadian Psychological Association. Ethical Guidelines for Supervision in Psychology: Teaching, Research, Practice, and Administration.

Published Abstracts


Conference Presentations


• Rumpel, E. and Stark, C. Makeover Reality Television Programmes: The Perspectives of Female Viewers. Presented at the First Annual Innovations in Qualitative Research Conference, Saskatoon, SK, June 4th, 2008
STARK cont...

Awards and Distinctions

• Recognised by the American Association of Women in Psychology as one of the North American pioneers of the teaching of the Psychology of Women

Work in Progress

• Educational Resources for Ethical Supervision in Psychology
• Reflections on Enculturating Senior Undergraduates in Psychology into Qualitative Research Methods
• I am developing a Webpage for CPA devoted to ethics. This will ensure that all policies and articles related to ethical issues will be available to the public for free.
LAURIE SYKES TOTTENHAM
Assistant Professor

PhD Dissertation


Published Abstracts


Conference Presentations

- 2D:4D ratio differentially related to emotion recognition in adult men and women, Canadian Psychological Association 69th Annual Convention, Halifax, NS (June 12-15, 2008).


- Emotional Abilities and Sex Hormones, Department of Biology Seminar Series, University of Regina (April 2008)

- The Science of Sex Differences, Status of Women Committee Brown Bag Lunch, University of Regina Faculty Association (March 2008)

- Ethics in Animal Research, Research and Applied Ethics (PSYC 807), Department of Psychology University of Regina (guest lecture; January 2008)

- Anything Boys can do Girls can do Better... or can they? Is there a Biological Basis for Sex Differences? Faculty of Arts Coffee House Controversies Series, University of Regina (September 2007)


- Biological Bases of Personality, Perspectives on Personality (PSYC 230), Department of Psychology University of Regina (guest lecture; May 2007)

- Sex Hormone Replacement in Aging Men and Women: Effects on Health and Brain Function, Brain Awareness Week, University of Regina (March, 2007)

- Sex Hormone Effects on Cognitive and Emotional Abilities, Graduate Seminar in Psychology (PSYC 900), Department of Psychology University of Regina (guest lecture; fall 2007 & 2008)
Grants


- 2008- Saskatchewan Advanced Education and Employment Innovation and Science Fund. Development Proposal for the Saliva and Psychology Investigative Team (SPIT) Laboratory

- 2008- Supplemental Fund for CFI provided by the Faculty of Arts, University of Regina. Development Proposal for the Saliva and Psychology Investigative Team (SPIT) Laboratory.

- 2007- Faculty of Arts Dean’s Research Award. Prenatal Sex Hormone Exposure, Gender Role, and Emotional Abilities in Young Adults

Awards and Distinctions


- Competent Communicator, Toastmasters International (awarded June 2008)

Work in Progress


- Sykes Tottenham, L., & Saucier, D. Proxemic and motoric characteristics collectively influence the sex difference observed on left hand targeting accuracy (in revision).

- Sykes Tottenham, L., & Saucier, D. Organizational and activational effects of sex hormones on targeting accuracy in men and women (in revision).
KRISTI WRIGHT
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR

PhD Dissertation
• Parental presence during anaesthetic induction: Investigations of the effects of parent and child traits and parent-child interactions on child anxiety levels. Dalhousie University, 2006.

Refereed Articles

Conference Presentations

Grants
• 2008-present Dean’s Research Award University of Regina Principal Investigator: Kristi D. Wright, Ph.D.
• 2007-present SSHRC/President’s Fund Award University of Regina Principal Investigator: Kristi D. Wright, Ph.D.
• 2007-2008 P-CITE Spring 2007. Saskatchewan Interprofessional Education for Collaborative Patient Centered Practice (IECPCP), Health Canada Investigators: Glenna Curry, BSW, Lynn Loutzenhisser, Ph.D., Myrna Pitzal, M.Sc., & Kristi D. Wright, Ph.D.
WRIGHT cont...

Work in Progress


department of religious studies

leona anderson  professor
william arnal  associate professor
kevin bond  assistant professor
benjamin fiore  professor
volker greifenhagen  associate professor
bryan hillis  professor
richard hordern  professor
darlene juschka  associate professor
jacoba kuikman  associate professor
yuan ren  associate professor
LEONA ANDERSON
PROFESSOR

Books

Chapters in Books


Documentary Works
• Director and Producer: *The Orishas of Cuba*. Documentary DVD, 15 mins. 2008

Awards and Distinctions
• Vice President, Canadian Society for the Study of Religion (2006-8)

Work in Progress
• Paper on Guanyin, the bodhisattva of compassion in Dali, China (co-authored with Dr. Gouxian Xie, Minorities Institute, Kunming, Yunnan.
• Editing two short documentary films: one on spiritism in Havana and the other on the ritual worship of St. Lazarus.
• Revised edition of the edited text *Women and Religion* for Oxford press
WILLIAM ARNAL
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

Chapters in Books


Refereed Articles


• “The Symbolic Jesus: Why it Matters that Jesus was Jewish,” The Fourth R 20/2 (March-April 2007): 3-8, 18.

• “The Symbolic Jesus: Why it Matters that Jesus was Jewish,” The Fourth R 20/1 (January-February 2007): 3-8, 22.


Book Reviews


cont.
ARNAL cont...


**Conference Presentations**


- “What branches grow out of this stony rubbish? How ‘the Bible’ can add to – and subtract from – the study of religion.” The Edgar & Dorothy Davidson Lecture, Carleton University, Ottawa, November 12, 2008.


KEVIN BOND
Assistant Professor

PhD Dissertation

• ‘Forcing the Immovable One to the Ground: Revisioning a Major Deity in Early Modern Japan.’ McMaster University, 2009.

Non-refereed Articles

• ‘Writ Large’ article, U of R Report (December 8, 2008)

Conference Presentations


• Conference co-organizer: ‘Queen City Comics: Astonishing Tales in Academia’ (University of Regina, May 2, 2009)

Work in Progress

• Dissertation under preparation for possible publication.

• Research project on genre of early modern Japanese guidebooks to famous urban places which reveal how motivations for ‘religious’ activities such as pilgrimage were as much rooted in recreational, material pursuits as they were in the worship of the divine
BENJAMIN FIORE  
PROFESSOR

Books

Chapters in Books

Book Reviews

Grants
- Saskatchewan Heritage Fund Grant, 2007.
VOLKER GREIFENHAGEN
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

Books

Chapters in Books

Conference Presentations
• “Teaching with the Bible in One Hand and the Qur’an in the Other” Society of Biblical Literature / American Academy of Religion Annual Meeting on November 18, 2007.
• “Our Muslim Neighbours” at the Rostered Ministers and Professional Leaders’ Conference of the Saskatchewan Synod ELCIC, September 24, 2008.
Chapters in Books


Conference Presentations


Book Reviews


Chapters in Books


Book Reviews


Conference Presentations


Grants

- With Louis Awanyo and Joe Piwowar, the President’s Fund, 2007.
- Dean’s Research Fund, 2008.

Work in Progress


- Contours of the Flesh: The Semiotics of Pain. Manuscript

- Penetrating the body of the masculine "other": White masculinity, war, and ritualized torture. For The CSSR Bulletin, April 2009. Article.
JACOBA KUIKMAN
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

Conference Presentations

• Canadian Society for Studies in Religion "A Prolegomenon Toward a Re-Imagining of Jews and Caste in India." 2007 Congress of the Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, SK. May 28, 2007.

Grants

• Shastri Indo-Canadian Institute Research Fellowship, for sabbatical in India January – May 2008.

Campion College President’s Research Award.

Work in Progress

• Publication of PhD thesis by Paulist Press on Jewish-Christian Relations in the work of Dutch Catholic theologian, Edward Schillebeeckx.
YUAN REN
Assistant Professor

Chapters in Books
• Confucianism” and “Shinto” in Introduction to Religious Studies for Religious Studies 100, 2007.

Refereed Articles
• “Lotus Sutra and Bodhisattva Manjustri in the Popular Beliefs”, Religious Studies, Sichuan University, Vol.4, 2007

Conference Presentations


• Conference co-organizer: ‘Queen City Comics: Astonishing Tales in Academia’ (University of Regina, May 2, 2009)

Work in Progress
• A Translation of Lao Zi , (from Chinese to English) forthcoming by Shang Wu Yinshuguan, 2009

• Two articles for Religious Studies at Sichuan University, 2009
department of sociology & social studies

salvador alfano assistant professor
robert biezenski instructor III
ron bourgeault instructor III
henry chow associate professor
john conway professor
harry diaz professor
paul gingrich professor emeritus
alison hayford professor
margot hurlbert assistant professor
joann jaffe associate professor
rozzet jurdi assistant professor
andre magnon  lecturer
jim mccrorie  professor emeritus
evan morris  instructor III
claire polster  associate professor
william stahl  professor
robert stirling  professor emeritus
Refereed Articles


HENRY CHOW
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

Research Reports


Refereed Articles


Non-refereed Articles


Conference Presentations

CHOW cont...


Grants


• University of Regina, SSHRC General Research Fund and/or The President’s Fund (University of Regina) “Embracing Multi-cultural Canada: An Exploratory Study of Attitudes toward Citizenship, Immigration and Multiculturalism.” 2008.

Awards and Distinction

• Adjunct Associate Professorship at the University of Calgary (2008-2011)

Work in Progress

• “Growing Old in Canada: Determinants of Physical and Psychological Well-being among Elderly Chinese Immigrants.” Ethnicity and Health.

• “Predicting Academic Success and Psychological Wellness in a Sample of Canadian Undergraduate Students.” Education Journal.

• “Factors Contributing to the Subjective Well-being among Canadian Undergraduate Students.” Journal of Happiness Studies.
JOHN CONWAY
Professor

Chapters in Books


Research Reports


Non-refereed Articles


• “Canada’s politics: deep, dirty, and far from democratic,” The CCPA Monitor, September 2008, pp. 16-17.


Newspaper Articles and Op-ed Pieces

This is a selection from nearly 100 entries in newspapers across Canada between 2007 and 2008.

• “Strange Bedgoblins: Jack/Tory dalliance is screwing the NDP,” Prairie Dog 18 January 2007, p. 8; also published in Planet S, 18 January 2007, p. 10.

CONWAY cont...


• “Welcome to Wall’s World,” The Commonwealth, December 2007, p. 3.


• “Slide in polls driving change in Tory tactics,” The Record, Kitchener/Waterloo, 1 February 2007.

• “Reconfiguring the family: the traditional nuclear model is a dying breed,” Winnipeg Free Press, 26 September 2007.

• “Strategy for unions to get up off their knees,” Winnipeg Free Press, 30 August 2008.

Conference Presentations


Awards and Distinctions


• University of Regina Alumni Award for Excellence in Public Service, 2008.

Work in Progress

• Book manuscript on The New West.

• Book manuscript on The Reconstructed Family.
HARRY DIAZ  
PROFESSOR

Books

• *The Great Sand Hills Regional Environmental Study*. Final Report, May. Published by CPRC, Regina (with B. Cecil, D. Gauthier, P. James, B. Noble, and R. Noss as co-authors), 2007.

Chapters in Books


Refereed Articles


Non-refereed Articles


Conference Presentations


cont.
DIAZ cont...


• “Community and Adaptive Capacity to Climate Variability in Rural Chile”, Annual Meeting of the Canadian Association for Latin American and Caribbean Studies, Vancouver, June 5-7, 2008.


• “IACC Project Overview”, Adaptation to Climate Change in the Canadian Plains Symposium, Regina, April 22, 2008.


• “Coming Down the Mountain: Understanding the Vulnerability of Andean Communities to Hydroclimatologic Variability and Global Environmental Change” Principal Investigator’s Meeting, Inter-American Institute for Global Change Research, Panama City, February 22, 2008

• “Adaptacion, Capacidad Adaptativa, y Governanza”, Taller on Cambio Climatico e Instituciones, Comision Nacional del Medio Ambiente, Chile, November 22 and 23, 2007.


• “Governance and Adaptation to Climate Change”, Annual Meeting of the Canadian Sociology and Anthropology Association, Saskatoon, May 28-30, 2007.

Grants

• Inter-American Institute for Global Change Research, Research Grant, 2008.

Awards and Distinctions

• University of Regina Alumni Association Award for Excellence in Research, Spring, 2008.

• Associated Graduate Faculty, Geography Program, Faculty of Graduate Studies, University of Guelph, May, 2008.

• Member of the Scientific Board of the Conference Climate 2009.

• Honorary member, Academy of Social Sciences of Mendoza, Argentina, 2008.
DIAZ cont...

Work in Progress


• “Rural Community and Vulnerability to Climate Change: Case Studies of Cabri and Stewart Valley in Southwestern Saskatchewan” Special issue of *Prairie Forum* on climate change and adaptation in the prairies, with G. Marchildon as editor (with S. Kulshreshtha, B. Matlock, E. Wheaton and V. Wittrock as co-authors).

• “Institutional Adaptive Capacity: Water Governance in the South Saskatchewan River Basin”, Special issue of *Prairie Forum* on climate change and adaptation in the prairies (with D. Corkal and M. Hurlbert as co-authors).
Chapter in Books


Refereed Articles


- ‘Comparative Water Governance in the Four Western Provinces,’ forthcoming (submitted with revisions), Prairie Forum, a special edition on climate change.


Non-refereed Articles


HURLBERT cont...

**Conference Presentations**

- 'The Legal Context’ in Session 3: Future of Policy Making and Governance, Invited Speaker at the 'Adaptation to Climate Change in the Canadian Plains,' April 22, 2008.
- ‘Water Law’ presented to Canada’ Water, the new Education Fund & the National Council of Women of Canada in Regina, Saskatchewan, June 2007.
- Discussant at Canadian Sociological Association meeting, Congress of the Humanities, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, June, 2007.

**Grants**

- Dean’s Research Award, 2007

**Work in Progress**

- With Darrell Corkal, 'Government Institutions and Existing Climate Change Policy’ in *Climate Change in the Prairies*, Editors Harry Diaz, Dave Sauchyn and Suren Kulshreshtha.
- Book: *Pursuing the Study of Justice* – Introductory text for HJ 201 being prepared with chapter contributions from Dr. Mulvale, Prof. Hirsch Greenberg, Dr. Jones, Dr. Patenaude. Fernwood Books.
- Article: ‘Integrating Climate Security in Law,’ *Retfaerd Legal Journal*. Abstract has been accepted.
JOANN JAFFE
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

Books


Chapters in Books


Refereed Articles


Conference Presentations


• The International Assessment of Agricultural Science and Technology for Development: A Retrospective. Panel organized for the Annual Meetings of the Agriculture, Food and Human Values Society, New Orleans, LA. June 4-7, 2008.

JAFFE cont...


Grants

• “Maps of Nothing in Particular: Western Ideology and "Religion" as a Cross-cultural Taxon.” In University of Regina, President’s Fund (SSHRC) “The Role of Knowledge Communities in the Development of S.O.L.E. Food.” (with Daryl Hepting and Katherine Arbuthnott, University of Regina). 2008

Work in Progress

• (with Amy Quark) Book’s Tentative title: From Agrarian Social or Agrarian Neo-liberalism
ROZZET JURDI
Assistant Professor

Refereed Articles


Chapters in Books


ANDRÉ MAGNON
LECTURER

Refereed Articles

• “Strange bedfellows: Contentious coalitions and the politics of genetically modified wheat.”
  Canadian Review of Sociology 44 (3) (2007).

Conference Presentations

• “The Limits of farmer-control: food sovereignty and conflicts over the Canadian Wheat Board.”
  Paper presented to the workshop, Food Sovereignty: Theory, Praxis, and Power, Saskatoon, SK,
  November 18, 2008.

• “Dilemmas of the Canadian Wheat Board in food regime transition: The case of the UK
  market.” Paper presented to the Annual Meetings of the Canadian Sociology Association,

Work in Progress

• “The Limits of farmer-control: food sovereignty and conflicts over the Canadian Wheat Board.”
  Book chapter in proposed volume on food sovereignty in Canada (Annette Desmarais, Justice
  Studies, University of Regina, and Hannah Whitmann, Department of Sociology, Simon Fraser
  University.) Halifax: Fernwood Publishing.
EVAN MORRIS
INSTRUCTOR III

Referred Articles
• Fiscal Competitiveness and Total Competitiveness: A Note. Canadian Public Policy, 2008. Vol. 34, No. 4: 511-517

Non-refereed Articles

Conference Presentations
CLAIRED POLSTER
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

Chapters in Books


Non-refereed Articles


Conference Presentations

• “Money Can Buy You Love: Research Grants in Canada’s Universities”. Invited panellist at session on “Research As A Driver in Canadian Universities” organized by the Research Committee of the Canadian Sociology Association at the annual meeting of the CSA. Vancouver, B.C., June 4th, 2008.

WILLIAM STAHL
Professor

Chapters in Books


Book Reviews


Conference Presentations

• “From Peak Oil to the Apocalypse: Cultural Myths and the Public Understanding of Scientific Models,” Annual Meetings of the Society for the Social Study of Science, Rotterdam, August 22, 2008.
department of women’s & gender studies

brenda anderson lecturer

carrie bourassa adjunct professor

troni grande associate professor

darlene juschka associate professor

wendee kubik associate professor

charity marsh adjunct professor

patricia miller-schroeder instructor III
BRENDA ANDERSON
LECTURER

Chapters in Books

• “Aboriginal Traditions in Saskatchewan,” Religious Studies 100 e-textbook, Religious Studies Department, University of Regina, 2008.

• “Buddhism,” Religious Studies 100 e-textbook, Religious Studies Department, University of Regina, 2008.

Conference Presentations

• “Guest speaker” Canadian Federation of University Women on the findings of the Missing Women Conference. October 6, 2008.


Grants

• ISOF, May 2008.

• University of Regina, Humanities Research Institute Assistance Award, 2008.
Chapters in Books


Book Reviews


Conference Presentations


Grants

- With Louis Awanyo and Joe Piwowar, the President’s Fund, 2007.

- Dean’s Research Fund, 2008.

Work in Progress


- Contours of the Flesh: The Semiotics of Pain. Manuscript

- Penetrating the body of the masculine "other": White masculinity, war, and ritualized torture. For *The CSSR Bulletin* April 2009. Article.
WENDEE KUBIK  
Associate Professor

Refereed Articles

Non-refereed Articles
• “Farm Women, The Hidden Subsidy in our Food” Unbeaten Paths, Volume 84, (October 2008) pp. 85-90, re-printed with permission from Canadian Women’s Studies/Les Cahiers de la Femme.

Conference Presentations
• “The Role of Women and Rural Water Sustainability in Chile” (presented with Sonia Salas) at the Canadian Women’s Studies Association Canadian Women’s Congress of Social Science and Humanities, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, B.C, June 1-3, 2008.
• “Farm women: The key to food sustainability in Canada”, (presented with Amber Fletcher) at the XXII European Society for Rural Sociology Conference, Wageningen, Netherlands, August 20-24, 2007.

Book Reviews
• Sarah Carter, Lesley Erickson, Patricia Roome, & Char Smith (Eds) “Unsettled Pasts: Reconceiving the West through Women’s History”, Great Plains Quarterly, University of Nebraska. Spring 2007, Vol 27 No. 2.

Grants
• Dean’s Research Award (with Carrie Bourassa, Mary Hampton, Bonnie Jeffery, Darlene Juschka) “The Healing Journey: Interviewing the Interviewers”. 2008
• International Strategic Opportunities Fund (ISOF) (with Brenda Anderson, Luther College) University of Regina. Student Mobility Funding, 2007.
KUBIK cont...


• SSHRC – Community-University Research Alliance Program (CURA). “The Healing Journey” A longitudinal Study of women who have been abused by Intimate Partners with Resolve (Research and Education for Solutions to Violence and Abuse) 2004 – 2009.

Work in Progress

• Rural Community Water Conservation Project, with D. Sauchen, D. Corkall, A. Rojas, H. Diaz and S. Sonias. Canadian Plains Research Center. CD of 4 courses to be included of the CIDA project in Chile.

• With B. Anderson and M. Hampton, Conference Proceedings of the Missing Women’s Conference held August 2008. Published by the Canadian Plains Research Centre.

• Women of the Prairies, book co-edited with Dr. Greg Marchildon. To be published by the Canadian Plains Research Centre and part of the Prairie Forum series, consisting of articles gleaned from previously published articles on prairie women in Prairie Forum between the years 1978 and 2008.
PATRICIA MILLER-SCHROEDER  
INSTRUCTOR III

Published Abstracts


Conference Presentations


Work in Progress

